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Part II

The Content of a Contract
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8 What is a Term? - --	 -

I lay ing considered what the law recognises as a valid, enforceable con-
ti act and who is bound by that contract, we shall now consider the con-
tents of it 	 Ii is section is divided into four chapters. In this
chapter we shall consider what constitutes a tern) of the contract; in
Chapter 9 we shall discuss the sources of contractual tcr ms; in Chapter
If) we shall consider the classiticatioii of contractual terms, and ill
11 we shall analyse a particular type of contractual term, the exclusion oi
liinitat ion clause.

8.1 What is a Terni?

A contract consists of' a number of' ternis. However not everything that is
said or written during the course of negotiations constitutes a term of the
contract. An example will illustrate the point. Suppose that I agree to sell

my bicycle to MN' neighbour. During the course of negotiations he ma

ask tue many things about it; its age, its size, how often it has been ser-
viced, whether it has gears and, if so, how nlany, and so on. But the con-
elusion of the contract may consist simply of my statement '1 will sell you
the bicycle for £200' and his statement '1 accept'. It is, however, highly

unlikel y that these two statements would he held to constitute the entirety
Of the contract. It is equally unlikely that all my answers to inv neigh-
bour's questions would he regarded as terms of' the contract. My answers
could, in fact, he classified in one of three ways.

The first is that sonic answers could he treated as mdc statements of
opinion or mere puffs' and will have no legal effect (for example it state-

ment that 'you will never regret buying a bicycle from me see further
133). The principal distinction however, is between the second and the
thu d categories; that is, between a tern) and a mere repi esentatioii (note
that in some eases the distinction is drawn between 'warranties' and 'mere
representations', but this terminology will not he used here because it
leads to confusion when, in Chapter 10, we seek to distinguish between it

condition and a warranty (both of which are terms of a contract)). lle
distinction between a term and it representation is important
because, if a statement is held to he a term of the contract, a failure to
comply with it will he a breach of contract, entitling the innocent party
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to a remedy for breach of contract. On the other hand, if the statement
is held to he a mere t epresentation the innocent party cannot claim that

there has been  breach of contract because the stalenierit was not a tern
Of the contract. His temedy, if any, is to seek to have the contract Set aside
ot claim damages for misrepresentation (see further, Chapter 13).

Whether a statement is a contractual term or a more representation
depends, ultimately, on the Intention with which the statement was made.
In considering the intention with which a particular statement was made,
the courts have, once again, adopted an objective approach to intention.

ilie cases have established some principles (see 8.2-8.4) to guide the
court in deciding whether a statement is a term or a mere representation.
No one principle is decisive; in every case the court must assess the rela-
tive importance of each principle (see Lord Moulton in 

Ileilbut, Symons& Co v. Biick/e.tc, i [ 1913] AC 30, 5-5 1).

8.2 Verilicatjo,i

A 
statement is unlikely to be a term of the contract if the maker of the

statement asks the other party to verify its truth. In Ecay V. Godfrey (1947)
80 LI LR 286, a seller of a boat stated that the boat was sound bj,t advised
the buyer to have it surveyed. His satcnicnt was held to be a lucre rep-
resentation. On the oilier hand, in Sc/iawe/ v. Rea(/c [1913] 2 IR 64, the
claimant, while examining a horse with a view to buying it for stud pur-
poses, was told by the defendant: 'You need not look for an

y thing: the
horse is perfectly sound. If there was anything the matter with this horse
I should tell you'. In reliance upon this statement (lie claimant bought the
hot se without examining it. It was s ubsequently discovered that the horse
Was totall

y 
Unfit for stud purposes and it was held that the defendant's

Stat ement was a term of the contract (contrast Hopkins V. iwrquerov(1854) IS CB 30).

8.3 Importance

A statement is likely to be a term of the contract where it is of such inipor-
tance to the person to whom it is made that, had it not been made, he
would not have entered into the contract In Couch,,I(:fl v, f-/j// [1947] KR
554, a heifer was put up for sale at an auction but no warranty was given
as to its condition ilie claimant asked the defendant whether the heifer
was in calf and stated that he was not interested in purchasing it if it was.
He was told that it was not in calf. Approximately seven weeks after the
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pLircilase the heifer suftered a miscarriage and died.Ilie claimant brought
an action for breach of contract. 'lire statement that the heifer was not in
call was held to he a term of the contract because of the importance
attached to it b y the claimant (contrast Oscar Chess Ltd v. Williams [1 9571

I WI .R 370, discussed at 8.4).

8.4 Special Knowledge

II the maker of a statement has some special kiiowleil ge or skill eonlparc(1
to the other party, the statement may be held to he a contractual (cmi.
()n the other hand, if the parties' degrees of knowledge arc equal or it -
tile person to whom the statement is made has the greater knowledge, the
statement may be held to he a mere representation. These propositions
can he illustrated by reference to the following two cases.

The first is Oscar Chess Ltd V. Williams (above), in which the defendant
sold it car to the claimants for £290. 'Iie car was described as a 1948 Morris
10; in fact it was a 1939 model (which was worth only £175). 'the defend-
ant had obtained the information that the car was a 1948 model in good
faith from the car log book, but the log hook was subsequently cliscov-
cred to he a forgery. It was held that the defendant's statement as to the
age of the car was not a tem m of the contract but a mere representation.
The claimants, who were car dealers, were in at least as good a position
as the defendant to know the true age of the car. On the other hand, in
Dick Bentley Productions Ltd v. 1/mold Smith (Motors) Ltd 965] 1 WI .R

623, the claimant asked the defendants, who were car dealers, to find him
a 'well vetted' Bentley ear. The defendants found a car which they sold
to the claimant and which they stated had done onl y 20,000 miles since a
replacement engine had been fitted. It had in fact done 100,000 miles. It
was held that the defendants' statement as to the car mileage was a term
of the contract the defendants, being car dealers, were in a better posi-
tion than the claimant to know whether their statement was true.

8.5 The Consequences of the Distinction Between a 'ferni
arid a Mere Representation

Although the distinction between a term and a mere representation Is
important, it is not quite as fundamental as it used to be. At the begin-
ning of this century it was important because damages were only avail-
able for misrepresentation in a very narrow range of circumstances. But
now, both at common law and under the Misrepresentation Act 1967,
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damages are available for misrepresentation in a much wider range of cir-
cumstances (see 13.9). The distinction is now primarily relevant to the
unborn of damages recoverable rather than to whether damages are
recoverable at all (although there do remain cases in which damages are

not recoverable for misrepresentation sec 13.9). If the Statement is held
to be a term, breach will generally entitle the innocent party to recover
damages which will have the effect of putting him in the position which
he would have been in had the contract been performed (called his
'expectation interest'), whereas if it is a representation, damages will gen-
erally be assessed on the basis of the extent to which the representec has
incurred loss through reliance on the misrepresentation (the 'reliance
interest') (see further Chapter 20).

The distinction between a term and a representation is also relevant to
the abilit y to set aside the contract. Ill 	 case of misrepresentation, the
i epresentec is always, in principle, entitled to set aside the contract (see
13.8), while in the case of a term the innocent party can only set aside the
contract where the term which has been broken is a condition (see 103)
or is an 'innominate term' and the consequences of the breach have been
sufficiently serious (sec 10.5). The meaning of 'set aside' also differs
between the two contexts (see further 13.8). In the case where the con-

tract is set aside on the ground of misrepresentation, the contract is set
aside both retrospectively and prospective!y so that the aim of setting the
contract aside is to restore both parties to their pre-contractual position.
B ut in the case where a contract is set aside for breach, it is set aside
prospectively onl y and the setting aside does not have retrospective con-
sequences (see 19.7).

8.6 Can  Representation be Incorporated into a
Contract as a Term?

Ibis may seem a strange question to ask given that we have spent a
chapter arguing that the two are separate. and distinct. 'The issue can he
illusti ated by reference to the case of i'c'nnsylua,i,u 5/upporg Co v. Corn-
pagnic Nationale de Navigation [193612 All ER 1167. A tanker was char-
tei ed from the defendants by the claimants. Prior to the conclusion of the
contract, the defendants provided the elainiants with incorrect intornia-
Lion about the heating of the ship. This information was subsequently
incorporated into the contract. When the claimants discovered the true
position, they sought, inter alia, to have the contract set aside on the
ground of misrepresentation, Branson i held that the representation
became 'merged in the higher contractual right' and that there was there-
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fore no need to set aside the contract oil 	 ground of misrepresenta-
tion: the claimants' claim was for breach of contract (contrast. Compa,'#rie
Iran calve th'.v C/zr'nnn di' Per Paris-OrIc'wis V. Lei'ston Shipping Co (1919)
I I.! LR 23). I lowever scction 1(a) of the Misrepresentation Act 1967

now provides that a representec who has entered into a contract after a
misrepresentation has been made to him may rescind the contract for mis-
representation, even though the misrepresentation is suhsccuent1y incor-
porated into the contract, provided that he would otherwise he entitled
to rescind the contract. This may he of very great significance where the
i epreventee is unable to rescind the contract for breach because, for
cxamirp!e, the term which has been broken is a warianty (see further 1(1.3).
In such a case, provided the relevant conditions for rescission [or mis-
representation are satisfied (on which sec 13-8), he may nevirtlicless be
entitled to rescind for misi epresentation.

Summary

1 A contract consists of a number of terms.
2 A term must be distinguished from a statement of opinion or 'mere putt' (which

has no legal effect) and a mere representation (which generates a claim for
misrepresentation).

3 The queslion whether a statement is a term or a mere representation depends
upon the intention with which the statement was made. Factors to which the court
will have regard in deciding this issue include whether the maker of the statement
advised the other party to verify the truth of his statement, the importance of the
statement and the respective states of knowledge of the parties.

4 In certain circumstances the term/representation dichotomy may be crucial to the
recoverability of damages but it is more likely that it will be relevant to the amount
of damages recoverable. Where a term of the contract has been broken, damages
will generally protect the promiseo's expectation interest but, in the case of a mis-
representation, damages will only protect the rnisrepresentoe's reliance interest.

S A representee who has entered into a contract after a misrepresentation has been
made to him may rescind the contract for misrepresentation, even though the mis-
representation is subsequently incorporated into the contract, provided that he
would otherwise be entitled to rescind for misrepresentation.

Exercises

1 Why do lawyers distinguish between a term and a mere representation?
2 Distinguish between a term and a mere representation. What are the conse-

quences of this distinction?
3 John, a specialist race-horse trainer, wished to buy a horse from Fred, who was a

farmer who had little knowledge of horses. John believed that the horse was a
potential champion and, during the course of negotiations, he asked Fred if he
could inspect the horse. Fred said there was really no need as his stable-boy had
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assured him that the horse would make a brilliant race-horse. In reliance on Fred's
statement John bought the horse. When the horse was delivered to John, he found
it had a serious leg injury which made it useless as a race-horse. John wishes to
know whether his remedy lies for breach of contract or for misrepresentation.Advise him.

4 What is the effect of s.1(a) of the Misrepresentation Act 1967?
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9 The Sources of ContractualTernis

9.1 Introduction

'lheie ate two principal Sources of contractual terms: express terms and
implied terms. Express terms are the terms which ai e agreed specifically
by (lie. contracting parties and implied terms are those terms which are
not specifically agreed by the contracting parties but which are implied
into the contract b y the courts or by Paz liament. We shall deal with
implied terms. at 9.8. 1-lere we shall focus our attention on express terms.

Express terms may be agreed orally or in writing. Where the contract
is made orally the ascertainment, of the contractual terms may involve dif-
ficult questions of fact, but the task Of a judge is simply to decide exactly
what was said by each of the parties. More particular difficulties arise in
the ease of written contracts.'li ree such difficulties will be dealt with here.
The lust and fundamental issue is whether the court can go be y ond the
written agreement in an attempt to discover the existence of additional
terms to the contract (9.2). The second is whether it is necessarily
hound b y the terms of a contract which he has signed (9.3). The third and
final issue is whether written terms can he incorporated into a contract,
either b y notice (9.4) or by a course of dealing (9.5). Once we have dis-
cussed these issues we shall consider the approach which the courts adopt
towards the interpretation of contracts (9.6).

9.2 The Parol Evidence Rule

Once the contracting parties have elected to enshrine their contract in a
writrcn document, the courts have held that, as a general rule, the parties
cannol adduce extrinsic evidence to add to, var y or contradict the written
document; the document is the sole repository of the terms of the con-
tract (Jucob.v V. Batavia & General Plantations The 'r Ltd F 1924] 1 Ch 287).
ibis rule has been called the 'paro] evidence rule'. The pui pose behind
this rule is said to he the promotion of ceitainty; that is to say, once the
parties have gone to the trouble of drawing up a written document, one
party should not he able to allege with impunity that there were, in fact,
other terms which were, for some reason, not incorporated into the final
written document.
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If this rule were to he applied rigidly to all cases (here is no doubt that
it would produce considerable injustice. For example, the written docu-
ment may have been procured by fia iid a rid so one party would wish to
lead extrinsic evidence to prove that fraud. So it is no surprise to find that
the parol evidence rule is not all rule, but is the subject of r1unu-
OuS exceptions. We will now consider the Scope of these exceptions arid
then consider their implications for the status of the rule.

The first exception is that the rule does not apply where the written
document was not intended to contain the whole of the agreement (A lien
v. Pink (1838) 4 M & W 141)). As Wcddcrhiirn has remarked (1959) this
exception reduces the rule to 'rio more than a self-evident tautology
when the writing is the whole contract, the parties are bound by it and
parol evidence is excluded; when it is not, evidence of the oilier terms
roust be admitted'.

The Law Commission in its report (No. 154 Cmnd 9700 (1986)) agreed
with this observation, adding that the parol evidence rule is 'no more than
a circular statement'. On this view the parol evidence rule does not give
rise to injustice because it will never prevent a party from leading evi-
dence of terms which were intended to be part of the contract. On the
other hand it must be remembered that the courts will presume that a
document which looks like the contract is the whole contract. However,
this presumption is rebuttable, arid tire Presumption operates vith less
strength today than in torrnc.r times, arid it is therefore highly unlikely

that the pawl evidence rule will preclude a party from leading evidence
of terms which were intended to be part of the contract.

I'an)l evidence is also admissible to prove terms which roust be implied
into the agreement (Gillespie Bros Co v. Cheney, Eggar & Co [1896] 2
OR 59); to prove a custom which must be implied into the contract
(I/uUo,, V. fl'arr'n (1836) 1 M & W 466); to show that the contract is
invalid on the ground of misrepresentation, mistake, fraud or iron ext
faciti,,, (oil see 9.3 and Campbell Discount Co V. Gall 11961] 1 013
431 ); to show that the document should be rectified; to show that the Con-
tract has not yet come into operation or that it has ceased to operate (I'vnz
'. C.'wnpl,dll (I $56) 6 F & 13 370); and to prove the existence of a collat-
eral agreement (Mann v. Nuno (1874) 30 IT 526). The latter exception is
° particular significance because in one case extrinsic evidence was actu-
ally used to coiziradict the terms of the written a g reement, in Cit y and
W (nzi,rster Properties (1934) Ltd v. Mudd 1959] Ch 129, a lease entered
into by the parties contained a covenant which stated that the tenant
could Use tile premises for business purposes only. The tenant had been

induced to sign the lease by an oral assurance given by the lessors' agent
that the lessors would not raise any objection to tue tenant continuing his
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practice of residing in the premises. in an action by the lessors to forfeit
the lease on the ground that the tenant was using the premises for resi-
dential purposes, it was held that evidence of the assurance given by the
lessors' agent was admissible to prove the existence of a collateral agree-
ment, despite the fact that it contradicted the express terms of the written
lease. 1 his case has been subjected to some criticism and it does appear
to he inconsistent with earlier cases such as Angell Duke (1875) 32 1 
320 and henderson v. Arthur 11907] 1 KB 10. However, if the collateral
agreement is truly a separate agreement, then there is no reason why it
Should not be contrary to the terms of the written agreement. That said,
it must he conceded that the effect O fthe decision is hi rely to undermine
the parol evidence rule.

I11e parol evidence rule has been subjected to considerable. criticism.
1 lie exception 's are so wide that they suhvei t the purpose of the [tile in
promoting certainty, indeed, the width of the exceptions is such that it
must now be doubted whether there is a 'rule' in English law that parol
evidence is not admissible to add to, vary or contradict the written docu-
ment. In the light of these criticisms the Law Commission provisionally
rcconiniendcd in 1976 (Workin g Paper No. 76) that the parol evidence
rule he abolished but, in its more recent report (No. 154 Cmnd 9700), it
concluded that no legislative action need he taken for two reasons. The
Iii st was that the rule did not prLclude the courts from having recourse
to extrinsic evidence where such a course was consistent with the inten-
tion of the parties. 'Ilie second reason was that an y legislative change
would be more likel y to confuse than clarify the law, therefore the 'rule'
remains in existence but it must be remembered that it is a rule which,
because of the width of the exceptions, is unlikely to have significant
effects in practice.

9.3 Bound by Your Signature?

Despite the existence of numerous exceptions to tile parol evidence rule,
Fnglisii law does attach some importance to the sanctit y of written docu-
ments and this can be seen in the general rule that a person is hound by
it document which he signs, whether he reads it or not. This proposition
can he derived from the case of L'Esrrange v. F Graucob Ld [19341 2 KI

394.The claimant bought an automatic slot machine from the defendants.
She signed an order form which contained a clause which excluded lia-
bility for all express and implied warranties. When the claimant discos'-
creel that the machine did not work she brought an action against the
defendants for breach of an implied warranty that the machine was fit for
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the purpose for which it was sold. Judgment was given for the defendants
on the ground that they had excluded their liability by virtue of the exclu-
sion clause which was incorporated into the contract by the claimant's sig-
nature, even though the exclusion clause was in 'i egrettably small print'
and had not been read by the claimant. Given the widespread use of con-
tracts which rely heavily upon the use of small print, such a rule appears
singularly unfortunate, especially in its application to conswners.

A significant limit appears to have been placed upon L'L'st range by the
decision of the court of Appeal in Grogan v. Robin Aierei/ it/i P/am 11ire
119961 CLC 1127. 'Ihe claimant brought a claim for damages against the
defendants arising out of an accident invol v ing construction inachinei-y
which had been hired by the defendants to a-firm called 'fliact. 'lie agree-
nient between the defendants and 'l'riact was made orally and no mention
was made of any right of indemnity. At the end of the uuist and second
week of the hire, 'li-iact's site manager was asked to sign a time sheet
which, towards the bottom stated 'All hire undertaken under CPA con-
ditions. Copies available 011 request'. The CPA conditions included an
indemnity clause which, the defendants argued, entitled theiti to claim an
indemnity from 'Iliact in respect of the damages which they had been
required to pay to the claimant. They argued that the indemnity clause
was incorporated into the contract by virtue of the signature contained
on the time Sheet. Th e status of the document which had been signed was
irrelevant, they argued, because Iriact was hound by [lie signature of its
site manager. The Court of Appeal rejected this argument and held that
the indemnity clause had not been incorporated into the contract Auld
I. stated that it was 'too mechanistic' a proposition to state that the mere
Signature of a document which contains or incorporates by reference con-
tractual terms has the effect of incorporating these terms into the con-
tract, The court must consider whether the documen t which has been
signed could be regarded as a contractual document having contractual

effect or whether it was simply an admiuiistmativ' doeunieiit designed to
enable the pat tics to give effect to their prior agreement (on the present
facts, by enabling the parties to agree what was due by one party to the
other). In deciding whether the document purports to have contractual
effect the court must consider, not only the nature and purpose of the
(lOCUuileimI, but also the circumstances surrounding its use by the parties
and their understanding of its purpose at the time. On the facts of (tgaii
the time sheet was held not to have contractual effect. 'Ilic focus of the
court was therefore oil nature of the document which had been
signed. Where the document which has been signed is not one which

would ordinarily have contractual effect, the signature of the party
alleged to he bound is likely to add little, lie is not entrapped by his
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signatute. But what of the case where the document is intended to have
contractual effect, but the party seeking to enforce the terms of the doc-
ument knows that the other party has not icad or understood the ternis
Of the document? This issue was not considered by the Court of Appeal
in Grogan and so would appear to fall within the Scope of L'Esirang'. But
there is modern Commonwealth authority which might he used to
support a wider attack on L'Esrange. The Ontario Court of Appeal in
Tilden Rent-a-Car Co v. (1endeniiing (197$) 83 DLR (3d) 400 adopted a
more realistic view and recognised that nianv standard form pi iiited con-
tracts are signed without being read or understood.'I'hc court held that a
signature could only he relied upon as evidence of genuine consent when
it was reasonable for the party relying oil signed document to believe
that the signer (11(1 assent to the onerous terms proposed. The l-nglisli
courts have not vet embraced such it broad principle, although G11),1111

might suggest that they are not very far away from it.
]it absence of all common law principle which can

attack clauses of the type used in L'Lcrrange, the focus of attention has
largely shifted towards Parliament. The tJnfair Contract 'ft'rnis Act 1977
(sec 11.9-11.15 1) places significant controls upon exclusion clauses of the
type found in L'Esrange. The Unfair 'Ii.'rrns in Consumer Contracts
Regulations 1999 (see 17.6) will also have a role to play in the consumer
context in rcgulatiniz the use of unfair terms in the small print of
conti acts. Iwo Of its provisons appear to he of relevance in this context.
1 he first is paragraph 1(i) of Schedule 2 to the Regulations which states
that a term which has the object or effect of 'irrevocably binding the
consumer to terms with which he had no real opportunity of becoming
acquainted before the conclusion of the contract' is indicatively
unfair. This provision attacks the L'L'sttmige rule in the consunier context,
not b y challenging the effect of signature, but b y regulating the tei in
which seeks to Incorporate the onerous terms into the contract. Its
focus is upon the 'incorporation term' rather than the terms which it is
sought to incorporate into the contract.Thc second provision is paragraph
1(b) of Schedule 2 which applies to terms which have the object oi
effect ol

'inappropriately excluding or limiting the legal rights of the consumer
the seller or supplier ... ill the event of total or partial non-

performance or inadequate performance b y the seller or supplier of
any of the contractual obligations.'

This time the focus is upon the terms which it sought to incorporate and,
had L'Es'raige been a consumer contract, then it seems clear that 'the
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exclusion clause would have fallen within the Scope of paragraph 1(h) and
SO would have been indicatively unfair.

Aside from the possible impact of the Unfair Contract 'lërnis Act 1977

and the Unfair 'I'erms in Consumer Contracts Regulations 1999, the rule
in /. 'Estrange does not apply where the signature has been procured by
fraud, misrcprcsentatjn or t he defence of non est factum is made out.
Fraud and misrepresentation will be dealt with in Chapter 13. Here we
Shall discuss the defence of non est factuin.

The defence of iio,, en facnetn is a defence of respectable antiquity in
English law. It was originally applied to the case where all person
signed a deed which had been read to him incorrectly by another person.
In such a case the illiterate person was not bound by the deed-,to put it
ill tcrnis, he could plead 110n esifacium, which means 'this is not
my deed'. '1 'lie effect of non esi facnirn is to render the (Iced void so that
a third party cannot obtain good title under it (see further on the issue
of third party rights the discussion at 4.6). As the doctrine has developed,
it has had to grapple with the problem that it is seeking to reconcile two
competing policies. These policies are, firstly, the injustice of holding a
person to a bargain to which he has not brought 

i t consenting mind and
the second is the necessity of holding a person to a document which he
has signed, especially where innocent third parties rely to their detriment
upon the validity of the signature.

These two competing policies can he seen at work in the important
decision of the I louse of Lords in Saunders V. Anglia Building Society
(also referred to as Gallic v. Lec) [1971j AC 1004. A widow of 78 made a
will in which she left her house to her nephew. However the nephew
wished to raise money immediately on the securit y of the home. 'the
widow was prepared to help her nephew to raise the mone y provided that
she s'as permitted to live in her home for the rest of her life rent free.
The difficulty for the nephew was that he did not want to raise the loan
in his own name because he was afraid that his wife would get her hands
oil money. So he arranged that a friend of his should raise the money
Oil the security of the house. The nephew arranged for the preparation of
a document assigning the house to the friend for £3000. The widow did
not read the document because her glasses were broken, but she signed
it after the friend told her that it was a deed of gift to the nephew. The
friend raised money on a mortgage with the respondent building society
but he made no payment either to the building society, the nephew or the
widow. 'The building society sought to recover possession of the property
from the widow, who invoked the defence of non cst factum. Here we have
the clash of the competing policies which we noted above. On the one
hand there is the injustice of holding the widow to an agreement to which
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she had not brought a consenting mind, but on the other hand there is
the need to protect the building society which had innocentl y relied to its
detriment upon the widow's signature. 'ihe House of Lords gave greater
weight to the second policy than the first and held that the defence of ,ion
est faci'un: was not made out on the facts of the case. As Scott ii stated
in PvoriticIi aiuI Peterborough Building Societ y v. Swed (No. 2) 11993] OR
116, 125, the law almost invariably protects the innocent third party
because 'the signer of the document has, by signing, enabled the fraud to
be earned] out, enabled the false documents to go iiito circulation', it is
the signer of the document who must therefore hear the consequences
and to further that o:il 000 e q faeoo,i is kept within very narrow
conFines. Its scope can best he considered by asking ourselves three
questions.

The first question is: to \\llOiil is the plea available.? As originally con-
ceived, the doctrine only applied to those who were unable to read.
However in Saunders it was held that the doctrine was not confined to
those who are blind or illiterate.. It extends to those 'who are permanently
or temporarily unable through no fault of theii own to have without
explanation any real understanding or purport of a particular document.
whether that be from defective education, illness or innate, incapacity'.
Their Lordships did not sa y that the defence could never be available to
a pci son of full capacity. but it would onl y he available to him in the most
exceptional of cases and would not be available simply because he was
too buss' or too lazy to read the document.

The second question is: for what, t ype of mistake is the defence avail-
able? initially it was held that the defence was available if the mistake
went to the heart of the transaction (/ster v, MacKinnon (1869) L.R 4
('P 704). But in Ilowatso p i v. Webb [1907] 1 ('h 537 \Varrin2lon j drew a
distinction between a rnjctakc as to the 'characier' of the document and
a mistake as to its 'content', onl y the former being sufficient to Support a
plea of 11011 e3tfae(um. 1 luwever thisdistinction was rejected by the 1 louse
of Lords in Saunders on the ground that it was 'arbiirarv'. Instead it was
held that the dhifferenc(.' between the document as it was and as it was
believed to he must be radical or substantial or fu idamental. This test
was not satisfied on the facts of Saunders because the widow wished t
benefit her nephew by cnablin p him to raise mone y on the securit y of the
house and the document which she signed was in fact intended to do this,
although it was designed to do it by a different route, namel y by assign-
ment to the friend instead of b y gift to the nephew.

The third and final question is: in what circumstances is a person pre-
cluded from relying on the defence'? The principal circumstance in which
the defence is not available arises where there is carelessness on the part
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of the pm son who signs the document. In United Do,ninions irust Ltd V.
Western 119761 QB 513, the defendant signed a loan agreement with the
claimant Company in connection with the purchase of a car and he left it
to the garage owner to fill in the details, including the price. The garage
owner increased the price of the car and the claimant Company paid over
the money to the garage owner in good faith-111C court held that the onus
was oil defendant to show that, in allowing the form to be filled in by
the garage owner, he had acted carefully. It was held that he had wholly
failed to discharge that onus and therefore could not invoke the defence
Of non es, factiiiit (see also Norwich and Peterborough t?i(il(/jn i ' .Socit' v.
Steed (No. 2) [1993] OB ho, 128).

It is clear that English law has given considerable weight to the idea
that a person should he able to rely on the signature of a contracting party.
Such protection would be undermined by a wide defence of non e5t
faction because it would render agreements void and thus detrimentally
affect third party rights. However it should not be assumed that, where
the defence of non err factum fails, the person who signs the document
will therefore he left without a remedy. He may have a remedy in mis-
representation, fraud or undue influence (see Avon Finance Co v, Bridger
[1985] 2 All ER 281). But the important point to note is that misrepre-
sentation, fraud and undue influence only render the contracl voidable
and SO greater protection is thereby afforded to third party rights.

9.4 Incorporation of Written Terms

Contracting parties may agree to incorporate a set of written terms into
their contract. Three hurdles must he overcome before such terms call
incorporated. 'the first is that notice of the terms must he given at or
before the time of concludinp the contract. It is therefore crucial to deter-
mine the precise moment at which the contract was concluded. In 011ey
v. Marlborough Court Ltd [1949] 1 KB 532, a notice in the bedroom of a
hotel, which purported to exempt the hotel proprietors from any liability
far articles lost or stolen from the hotel, was held not to he incorporated
into a contract with a guest, whose furs were stolen from her bedroom,
because the notice was not seen by the guest until after the contract had
been concluded at the hotel reception desk.

Secondly, the terms must he contained or referred to in a document
which was intended to have contractual effect. It is a question of fact
whether or not a document was intended to have contractual effect and
the issue must he decided by reference to current commercial or con-
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surlier practices. Iii ('haph'twi v. Barry UDC 11940] I KB 532, the claimant
hired a deck chair from the defendants. On paying his money he was given
a ticket, which, unknown to Inni, contained a number of conditions,
including an exclusion clause. 'l'hc claimant was injured when he sat in the
deck chair and it gave way t)eileatli him. He sued (lie defendants, who
relied by wa y of defence on the exclusion clause contained in the ticket.
It was held that they could riot rel y on the exclusion clause because it was
contained in a mere receipt which was not intended to have contractual
effect.

Thirdly, and finall y, reasonable Steps must be taken to hr irig the terms
to the attention of the other part. in Parker v. South Lasterti Railway
1877) 2 ('P1) 416, it was established that the test is whether the defen-

dant took reasonable steps to bring the notice to the atteition of the
claimant not whether the claimant actuall y read the notice. Thus, in
Thonipson '1, J,(flidO/i, Midland and SC(flt(5/i Rai/ii'jiv Co Ltd [I 9301 1 KB
41, an exclusion clause contained in a railway time-table was held to he
validly incorporated despite the fact that the claimant was illiterate and
therefore unable to read the clause. The result ma y he different, however,
where Ore party seeking to rely on the excll]sjon clause knows of the dis-
ability of the other party (Ridiardson, Spence and Co Ltd v. Rnrv,itrc'e
[1894] AC 217).

What amounts to reasonable notice is a question which depends upon
the lacts and circunistances of the individual case. In i'lioinpson (lie
defendants were held to have taken reasonable steps to tiring the exclu-
sion clause to the attention of the claimant, even though it was contained
on page 552 of the timetable and the timetable cost I/S of the price of the
railway ticket, it is doubtful whether such a liberal view would he taken
today (see. for example, 'Ihe Mikhail Ler,nonti' 19()()] I I loyd's Rep 579.
594). If the clause is not referred to on the front of the ticket (Henderson
V. Stet -'son (1875) LR 2 Sc & Div 470) or if the reference to the clause
is obliterated (Sugar v. London, Mel/and and Scottish Rathvav Cu 119411

I All ER 172) the clause is less likely to be incorporated into the con-
tract. Similarly, the more unusual or unreasonahle the exclusion clause,
the greater the degree of the notice required b y the courts, in J .S'purling
Ltd V. Bradshaw 11 956] 1 WI .R 461, Denning ii said that some clauses
would need to he printed in red ink on the face of the document
Wi th a red hand pointing to it before the notice could he held to be
sufticient.

All of the 'incorporation' cases which we have considered so far are
Concerned with attempts to incorporate exclusion clauses into a contract.
They genei ally evince a restrictive approach to incorporation, particularly
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in cases such as Spoiling v. I3radxliaiv (above) where Lord Denning enun-
ciated his 'red hand rule', it could be argued that such a restrictive

approach is Confined to exclusion clauses and, indeed, that, Since the
enactment of the Unfair Contract Terms Act 1977, which gives the courts
considerable power to control exclusion clauses (see 11 .9 -11.15), there is
little need for such a restrictive approach, even in the case of exclusion
Clauses. But the restrictive approach is very much alive and, further, it is
not confined to exclusion clauses.

In Interfoto Picture Library Ltd v.Siileuo Visual Progranrn:e.v 1,1(11 19891
OB 433 (see further Macdonald, 1988a) the defendants ordered photo-
g

r
aphic transparencies fioni the claimants, not having dealt with theiii

before, 'Ihe claimants duly sent them 47 transparencies, together with a
delivery note which contained a number of conditions. Condition 2 stated
that a holding fee of £5 per day was payable for every day the trans-
parencies were kept in excess of fourteen days. The defendants put tire
transparencies to one side and forgot about them. They eventually
returned them after approximately one month. The claimants then sent
the defendants an invoice for £3783.50, which the defendants refused to
pay. In an action by the claimants to recover the £3783.50. the Court of
Appeal held that conditioa 2 was not incorporated into the contract
because insufficient notice had been given to the defendants of its terms
and that, in the absence of express provision in the contract, the claimants
were only entitled to a restituhionary award of £3.50 per transparency per

week. It was held that a party who seeks to incorporate into a contract a
term which is particularly onerous or unusual must prove that the term
has been fairly and reasonably drawn to the attention of the oilier panty.
Bingham ii argued that cases on sufficiency of notice are concerned with
the question 'whether it would in all the circumstances be fair (or rea-
sonable) to hold a party bound by any conditions ... of an unusual and
stringent naturc'.]lie utility of this general principle must surel y he debat-
able and its application to the present facts even more So. 'Ilie defendants
were businessmen and were surely capable of reading the conditions on
the delivery note. 1! they did not do so, they must he deemed to have
accepted the risk that the terms niight prove to be unacceptable to them.
'['he objection that the ici ins wei e particularly onerous could possibly
have been dealt With by arguing that condition 2 was a penalty clause, a
Point suggested by Bingharn ii. The difficulty with this argument is that
the penalty clause rule only applies to sums payable oil breach of con-
tract (see 21.7) and the defendants might not have been in breach of con-
tract in retaining the transparencies beyond 14 days (for example, the
claimants could have operated a two-tier price structure, with one fee
being payable for the first 14 days and a different fee thereafter). But even
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if the petialty clause rule was inapplicable, an y unfairness in the terms
sought to be incorporated into it contract should be dealt with directly,
through a general doctrine of unfairness or unconscionability or, in the
consumer context, by the I Jnfair 'ftrms in Consumer ('ontracts Regula-
tions 1 999 (see 17.6) and not by distorting the rules relating to the incor-
poration of teims into a contract. The continued use of it special test for
incorporation of onerous or unusual clauses is likely to give rise to prac-
tical difficulties in determining which clauses are caught liv this rule. This
point recently divided the Court of Appeal in AEG (UK) Ltd v. Logic

C liii [1996) CL( ' 265, where the majority held that a clause
icquiring the purchaser to return defective goods at his own expense had
not fairl y amid reasonably been drawn to the attention of the purchaser.
F-lobhousc ii dissented and warned that

'if it is to be tIme policy of English law that in every case those clauses
ate to be gone through with, in effect, a toothcomb to see whether they
were entirely usual and entirely desirable in the particular contract,
then one is completely distorting the contractual m elationshi 1 , between
the parties and the ordinary mechanisms of making contracts. It will
introduce uncertainty into the law of contract.'

' file point was well-made because the clause at issue was already subject
to attack under the Unfair Contract 'Ii.'rms Act 1977 and, in the view of
Hobhousc ii, it was 'under the provisions of that Act that problems of
unreasonable clauses should he addressed and the solution found. All
that the majority succeeded in doing wasadding yet another la yer of
umncertaint 'I'heme is no need to apply different standards on the issue of
inCol poration according-verity the severity of the term sought to b ie ncur-
porated the saiiie test should he applied to all terms, regardless of their
severity.

9.5 Incorporation by a Course of Dealing

'fti ins ma y alo be ncorporated into a contract by a course of dealing.
'lie courts have never defined course of dealing with any degree of pre-
cision, but some useful guidance was given by the House of Lords in
41('CHTCJJC01I V. David MacBrayne Ltd [1964] I WLR 125. 'lucre it was
held that the course of dealing must be both regular and consistent. What
constitutes a 'regular' course of dealing depends upon the facts of the par-
ticular case, Ilmus, in //e,i,'y Kc,ida/f Ltd v. William /.i/lico Ltd [1969] 2 AC
31, the I louse of Lords held that 100 similar contracts over a period of
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three years constituted a course of dealing. But ill v. Rambler
Motors (AMC) Ltd [1972] 2 QB 71, three or four contracts over a period
of five years were held not to be a course o dealing between a consumer
and a garage. The position may, however, he different where the con--
tracting parties are Commercial parties of equal bargaining power. in
British Crane I/ire Corporations Ltd V. Ipswich Piwu Hire Ltd 11975) QB
303, a clause was incorporated into the contract on the basis of two pre-
vious transactions and the custom of the ti ade. 'the court placed crilpha-
sis 	 the fact that tile parties were of equal bargaining power, they were
both in the trade and such conditions were habitually incorporated into
these contracts.

The course of dealing must not only he regular, it must also be Consis-
tent. In McCutc/jeon V. Daiid Macli ra yne Ltd (above) a ferry belonging
to tile defendants sank and the claimant's car was lost. In the resulting
action by the cIa I man t, the defendants sought to rely oil exclusion
clause contained in a risk note which, contrary to their usual practice, they
had not asked the claimant's brother-in-law (who made the arrangement
for the shipping of the claimant's car) to sign. 'Flie defendants' argument
failed in the House of lords because it was held that there was no Con-
sistent course of dealing on the basis of which the exclusion clause could
he incorporated into the contract. Lord Pearce said that there was no con-
sistent course of dealing because the previous transactions had always
been in writing (that is, by the signing of the risk note) and iii the present
case the transaction was entirely oral. But this is surely to take the

requirement of consistency too far because the only reason for the defen-
dauLs' reliance upon the course of dealing argument was that they had
forgotten to ensure that tile risk note was signed. If that forgetfulness, of
itself, also had the effect of precluding them from relying upon the course
of dealing argument, cases of incorporation by a course of dealing will he
very rare (see further Macdonald. 1988b). It is sugg ested that the better
view of the case is that the evidence failed to establis h a consistent course
of cleating because, although On some Occasions the brother-in-law had
been asked to sign tile risk note, there were other occasions when lie had
not been asked to sign. On this basis there was clearly no consistent course
of dealing.

From the regularity and consistency of the course of dealing will be
inferred knowledge of the conditions, in McCutchcon Lord I)eviin said
that previous dealings were only relevant if they proved actual know]-
edge of the terms and assent to them, but this view was not shared by
other judges in the case and appears to have been rejected by the House
of Lords in Henry Kendall Ltd v. William Lillico Ltd (above).
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9.6 Interpretation

Once the terms of the contract have been ascertained, they must be inter-
preted to establish their 'true' meaning. Many contractual disputes arise
out of [lisagreelnelits Over the proper interpretation of a particular phrase
in a contract and most of them hinge upon the precise wording and
Context of the contract. When it comes to the interpretation of contracts,
precedents arc of relatively limited value: 'a decision o il different clause
in a different context is seldom of much help oil queslion of ConstrUe-
tion' (.Su,re1/eat/i Borough Council cil v. Lovell Con.strucni Ltd (1990)

4$ Build I R 113, 118). Nevertheless, there are sonic broad principles
which emerge with Some clarity from the case law.

The stat ling-point is that it is for the courts. not the Pirties, to decide
what is the proper interpretation of the contract. The guiding pi inciple
which the courts apply is that, in interpreting (or, as lawyers often say,
'construing') the contract, the court must seek to ascertain and give effect
to the intention of the parties. However in some cases the process of
imputing all 	 to the parties is all 	 artificial one, which
is shii pl y influenced by the coot t's view of the 'desirability' of the con-
tract term which it is called upon to interpret. There is no better illustra-
tion of this than the approach which the courts have adopted to the
interpretation of exclusion clauses, where rules of interpretation have
been used iii the past with particular venom in order to place difficult
obstacles in the way of those who seek to exclude [heir liability towards
othei (see further 11.5-11.7).] hat this is indeed the case was recognised
by Lord l)iplock when he said that 'the reports are full of cases in which
Wh at would appear to he very strained constructions have been placed
LiOfl exclusion clauses' (Photo Production Ltd v.Se turtcor JraPLr / ort /.td
119801 AC $27).

With this point in mind let us examine the way in which the courts seek
to ascertain the intention of the parties. ilic general rule is that their
intention is to be ascertained from all assessment of the wording
Of the contract and of the surrounding circumstances. The 'methodology'
Of the Comnion law is 'not to probe the real intentions of the parties but
to ascertain the contextual meaning of the relevant contractual language.
Intention is determined by reference to expressed rather than actual
intention' (per lord Steyn in Deutsche Geiossensc/iaftsbank v. Burnhiope
[19951 I WLR 1580, 1587). Their intention must he ascertained from the
document in which they have elected to enshrine their agreement (Lovell
& Christmas Ltd v. Wall (1911) 104 EU 85). It is only in very limited
circumstances that the courts can go outside the four corners of the
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docuiiient. 'Ilierefore the actual words used in the document are of crucial
s ig iii ic a rice.

The traditional approach of the courts to the interpretation of contracts
was a literal (mc; thus in Lovell & Christmas Ltd v Wall (above) ('ozens-
I lardy Ni iz stated that 'it is the duty of he court 	 to construe the docu-

ment according to the ordinary grammatical meaning of the words used
therein'. But in more recent years there has been a marked shift in the
approach of the House of lords away from a literal approach towards a
purposive approach to interpretation, with particular emphasis being laid
upon the adoption of an interpretation which has regard to (lie commer-
cial purpose of the transaction. AS Lord Stevn stated in his dissenting
Speech in Deutsche Ceirossen.cchaft,c/,a,rk v. Bunthope 1995] 1 WLR 1580,
1589.

'parallel to the shift during the last two decades from a literalist to a
purposive approach to the construction of statutes there has been a
movement from a strict or literal method of construction of commer-
cial Contracts towards an approach favouring a commercially sensible
construction.'

He repeated this view in his speech in Lord Napier and Ettrick v. R F
Kershaw Lid [1999] I WLR 756, 763 when he stated: 	 -

'I .ovalty to the text of a commercial contract, instrument, or document
read in its contextual setting is the paramount principle of interpreta-
tion. But in the process of interpreting the meaning of the language of
a commercial document the court ought generally to favour a com-
mercially sensible construction. The reason for this approach is that a
comnnicrcial construction is likely to give effect to the intention of the
tai tics. Words ought therefore to he interpreted in the way in which a
reasonable commercial person would construe theiii. And the reason-
able commercial person can safely he assumed to he unimpressed with
technical interpretations and undue emphasis oil 	 of language.'

Reflecting this shift away from a literal interpretation of contractual
(locu rncnts, I .ord Hoffmann in Investors Compensation Selienie lid V.
tVct Broiititic/, Bziililui ,i,' Societ y [ 1998] 1 WLR 896, 912 913 re-stated in
more niodern form the principles by which contractual documents are
now interpreted. He stated that the result of these principles, subject to
one important exception, is to 'assimilate the way in which such clocu-
nients are interpreted by judges to the common sense principles b y which
any serious utterance would he interpreted in ordinary life' and that, as
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it consequence, 'almost all the old intellectual baggage of "legal"
interpretation has been discarded', lie then set out the following live
P1 inciples:

'(1) I ilterpretation is the ascertainment of the meaning which the. c]&icu-
meilt would convey to a reasonable person having all the back-
ground knowledge which would reasonably have been available
to the parties in the situation which they were at the time of the
contract.

(2) 'the background [is] the "matrix of fact'', but this phrase is, if
anything, an understated description of what the background may
include. Subject to the requirement that it should have, been rea-
sonably available to the parties and to the exception to be men-
tioned next, it includes absolutely anything which would have
affected the way in which the language of the document would
have been understood by a reasonable man.

(3) The law excludes from the admissible background the previous
necotiations of the parties and their declarations of subjective
intent. 'Ihey are admissible onl y in an action for rectiticatioji. 'lie
law makes this distinction for reasons of practical policy and, in
this respect only, legal interpretation differs from the way in winch
we would interpret utterances in ordinary life. 'l'lic boundaries of
this exception are in some respects unclear. But this is not the
occasion on which to explore them.

(4) The meaning which it document (or any other utterance) would
convey to a reasonable man is not the same thing as the meaning
of its words. 'l'he meaning of words is a matter of dictionaries and
grammars; the meaning of the document is what the parties Using
those words against the relevant background would reasonably
have heeji undeistood to mean. The background iiay not nierel
enable the reasonable man to choose between the possible mean-
ings of words which are ambiguous but even (as occasionally
happens in ordinai y life) to conclude that the parties niust for
whatever reason, have used tile wrong words or syntax

(5) The 'i ule" that words should he given their "natural and ordinary
meaning" reflects the commonsense proposition that we do not

easily accept that people have made linguistic mistakes, particu-
larly in formal documents. On the other hand, if one would nev-
ertheless conclude from the background that something must
have gone wrong with the language, the law does not require
judges to attribute to the parties an intention which they plainly
could not have had.'
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uris shift of emphasis towards a more purposive approach is now clearly
discernible in the cases (see also Mannai Investment Co Ltd v. Eagle Star
I.ife Assurance Co Ltd [1 971 AC 749, 770 and Total Gas Marketing Ltd
V. Arco British Ltd [1998] 2 Lloyd's Rep 209, 221) but it has not been
Without its critics (see, for example, Staughton, 1999). Four criticisms have

been levelled against this purposive approach to interpretation, The first
three essentially argue that the courts have gone too far down the pur-
posive road, while the fourth criticism argues that the courts have not
gone far enough.

ilic first and principal criticism has been that the purposive approach
ciierates too much uncertainty in that it makes it more difficult to predict

the outcome of the interpretative 1)10ce55 How will the courts decide
what was the commercial purpose of the transaction? When will they
choose to depart from the dictionary meaning of the words used? What
evidence will they require before taking the step of rejecting the dictio-
nary meaning? The claim that the modern approach has produced too
much uncertainty may draw some support from the fact that the House
of Lords has recently found it very difficult to reach agreement on issues
of interpretation (for example, in Mannai their Lordships divided 3--2, and
in both West Bro,'nR'ic/r and Burn/rope they divided 4—I ). Furthermore,
the dissents have been expressed in strong terms. For example, in
Buriihope Lord Steyn expressed the view that the construction adopted
by the majority was 'devoid of any redeeming commercial sense'. In West
Bromwich the majority concluded that the phrase 'Any claim (whether
sounding in rescission for undue influence or otherwise)' was actually
used by the parties to mean 'Any claim sounding iii rescission (whether
for undue influence or otherwise)'. This was too much for the dissenting
judge. Lord Lloyd. He concluded that this construction was simply not an
available meaning of the words used and that, while purposive interpre-
tation was a useful tool where the purpose could he identified with rea -
sonable certainty, creative interpretation was not and that purposive
interpretation must not he allowed to shade into creative interpretation.
Oil other hand, Lord 1 Ioffmann, speaking for the majority, rejected
Lord Lloyd's anal ysis on the basis that the words weje not used by the
parties in their natural sense and so, in his view, it was perfectly accept-
able for the court to interpret the words in the way in which the parties
rriust have understood them. Uncertainty is also caused by the fact that
it is not clear how far this purposive approach will be carried. For
example, exclusion clauses (see 11.5) and a clause in a contract which enti-
ties a party to terminate a contract in certain circumstances have tradi-
tionally been subjected to stricter rules of construction. But in British
Fer,nentation Products Lid v. Cornpair Reavell Ltd [1999] BLR 352 and
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L.11Lc lyhn Ltd V. Co-operative Retail Set-vices Ltd [ 19991 ILR 205 Judge
Rowsher applied the West Iiromn'ich 1)riIlCiPlcs to the construction of an
exclusion clause and a termination clause respectively. Does this mean
that the old rules of interpretation have been or ate about to be aban-
doned? ' -here is no conclusive answer to this (1Uestion but the answer
would appear to be that the old restrictive tules of interpretation will have
to give way where they do not give effect to the commercial t1FOSC of
the parties in inserting the clause into the contract. While there is 110

doubt that the purposive approach will, in these early days of its adop-
tion, create it degree of uncertainty, most commentators seem to applaud
the commercial sense to be found in this approach and to accept that a
degree of uncertainty may turn out to he the price which has to be paid
for the adoption of it more flexible, and hopefully fairer, approach to
matters of consti uction (see McMeel, 1995).

The second criticism relates to the breadth of Lord i-lot fmann's second
principle. The emphasis on 'factual matrix' can be traced hack to the
speech of Lord Wilberforce in Prerin V. Sini,iio,ids 1971] I WI ,R 1351 but
it has been criticised (see Staughton, 1999) on the ground that 'counsel
have wildly different ideas as to what a matrix is and what it includes'.
flie breadth of the principle (in particular tile use of the words 'absolutely
anything') is likely to encourage lawyers to seek to adduce evidence
winch previously was inadmissible by introducing it tinder the guise ot
the 'mati ix of fact, Sir Christopher Staughton has stated (1999) that it 'is
hard to imagine a i tiling more calculated to pet J)etuatc the vast cost of
commercial litigation'. This may be something of an overstatement but
it does einphasise the need for judicial caution in the interpretation of
this second principle iii order to ensure that it does not result in more
protracted trials.

1 -he third criticism relates to the breadth of Lord I loffmann's fourth
and fifth principles. Iii the first place it may encoul age it party who has
entered into a had bargain (possibly even a party who is dishonest) to
argue that lie used it word or particular words in an unusual sense in order
to extricate himself from his had bargain. However the fact that I oid
Hoffmann stated that 'we do not easily accept that people ha e made Iii-
guistic mistakes' ma y meet this criticism. But the more important criti-
cisni is that it ma y encourage judges to stray from the task of interpreting
the contract and instead to assume the role of creating it contract for the
parties (see in particular the dissent of Lord Lloyd in West Bromwich
(above)). Yet the line between purposive interpretation (which is legiti-
mate) and creative interpretation (which may not he legitimate) IS not
easy to draw. The courts have traditionally been unwilling to adopt a con-
struction which leads to a very unreasonable result (see Schuler AG V.
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Wickman Mach inc 'Ibol Sales [1974] AC 235, discussed in more detail at
10.3). 'Ibis approach to interpretation reflects the ordinary perception that
contracting parties are unlikely to have agreed to somct lun g absurd. But
this rule of construction has its limits, difficult though it may be to find
them. As Lord Mustill stated in Charter Reinsurance Co Ltd v. Pagan
[1997] AC 313, 388 there

'comes a point at which the court should i enl incl itself that the task is
to discover what the parties meant from what they have said, and that
to force upon the words a meaning which they cannot fairly hear is to
substitute for the baigain actually made one which the court believes

could better have been made. l'his is an illegitimate role fur a Court,'

The fear of the critics is that the breadth of Lord 1 Ioffmanri's fourth and
fifth principles will result in courts assuming that illegitimate role.

The fourth criticism is that Lord 1 loffmann has not gone far enough in
that evidence of pre-coiitractual negotiations remains inadmissible as
does evidence of conduct subsequent to entry into the contract. Evidence
of prccontraetual negotiations is generall y inadmissible because, during
the negotiating process, the parties' positions are constantly changing and

it is only the final document which actually records their agreement. 'Flie
exclusion of pre-contractual negotiations is riot, however, absolute: vlicre
there is all in the final written document, evidence of pre-
contractual negotiations may be admissible to show that the parties had
attached a particular meaning to that phrase ('I/re Karen Oltinan [1976]
2 Lloyd's Rep 708). Evidence of conduct subsequent to the making of the
Contract is also inadmissible because, were it otherwise, the contract could
mean one thing oil da y on which it was signed but mean something
completely different one month after it was signed b y virtue of the
conduct of the parties alter the making of the conhi act (5(hm/er AG v.
Wickman Machine Thol Sales [1974] AC 235). But again evidence of
conduct subsequent to the making of the contract may be relevant to a
plea of estoppcl, including estoppel by convention (James Miller Part-
ners Ltd v. W/iit;vort/i Street Estaw.r (Manc/ie,'u'r) Ltd 19701 AC 583;
Mannat Investment Co Ltd v. Eagle Star LiJ'cAssurance Co Ltd [1997] AC
749, 768 (Lord Steyn) and 779 (Lord Hoffmann)). As Lord I tof'fniann
acknowledged in West Bromwich,reich, the boundaries of these exceptions 'are
in some respects unclear' and it may be that the courts will generally
become more willing to admit evidence of pre-contractual negotiations
and of conduct subsequent to the making of the contract. Support for such
a development may be derived from Article 5  102 ofthe Principles of
European Contract Law which states:
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'In Interpreting a Contract, regard shall be had, in particular. to:

(a) the circumstances in winch it was concluded, including the pre-
liminary neiotiations;

(b) the conduct of the parties, cven subsequent to the conclusion of the
contract;

(c) the nature and purpose of the contract;
(d) the tilterpretation which has already been given to siniilu clauses

by the parties and the practices they have established between
he ruse I yes:

c) the meaning coiiiiio ' iily given to terms and expressions ill the
branch of activit y concerned and the interpretation similar clauses
may already have received;

(1) usages; and
(g) good faith and fair dealing.'

Paragraphs (a). (h) and (g) seem clearl y to go beyond the con ent limits
of English law- Those who maintain that Lord Hoffmann has not gone far
enough argue that English law should embrace propositions (a) and (b)
so that courts will in future he free to assess for themselves the probative
value of such evidence (which may not bevreat). On (he other hand, care.
must be taken not to lengthen tiials by ena

,
bling the parties to swamp the

court with evidence of dubious value. Paragraph (g) is also of interest. As
we shall note (see 12.10), Fnglish contract law currentl y does not impose
oil parties a duty of good faith and fair dealing. 1-lowever good
faith and fair dealing play a vital role in civilian systems. A huge gulf thus
appears to exist between English law and Continental s ystems. But the
difference may be more one of technique than outcome. As Lord Hoff-
mann observed in O'Neill v. Phillips [1999] 1 WLR 1092, 1101 the result
which all 	 court might achieve b y adopting a less literal approach
to interpretation might well by reached in a Continental court b y the use
of ageneral requirement of good faith. So, at th 	 ile co of the day% the y niav
turn OLit to he no more than 'different was of doing the same thing'.

lniahly, one particular rule ol tillcrprL'tation which is worthy of mention
is the coitra profi'rriteni rule, according to which any ambiguity ill
clause is interpreted against the party seeking to rely oil (the rule is dis-
cussed in greater detail in its application to exclusion clauses at 11.5). This
rule is of general application and it gives to contracting parties an incen-
tive to draft their contracts in clear and precise terms, because if they fail
to do so, any doubt in a clause will be resolved against the party seeking
to rely o i l 	 'li-ic rule has also been reinforced by Regulation 7 of the
Unfair 'l'erins in Consumer Contracts Regulations 1999 which states that:
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'(1) A seller or supplier shall ensure that any written term (ii a
contract is expressed in plain, intelligible language.

(2) if there is doubt about the meaning of a written term, the intel -
pretalion most favourable to the consumer shall prevail

This is probably no more than another way of stating the contra J)rofer-
enteni i ule.

9.7 Rectification

011cc the contract has been interpreted, one of tile parties may am gUL' that
the writ teii agreement, as interpreted, fails to reflect the arrecmcnt which
the parties actually reached. lii such a Case the court may be asked to
rectify the document so that it accurately reflects the agreement which
the parties did reach. Such was the case in Lovell & Christmas Ltd v.v. Wall
(above) where the claimant asked the court to adopt a particular inter-
pretation of the contract and, when that argument failed, sought to have
the Contractual document rectified. I lowever it should be noted that there
is a distinction between interpretation and rectification, although in many
Cases the line between the two is a fine one. interpretation is the process
Of ascribing it meaning to a (criii ol the contract. Reel ification, on the
othei hand, is it process whereby a document, the meaning of which has
already been ascertained, is rectified so that it gives effect to the inten-
(ion of (lie parties. Nevertheless U must be conceded that there are cases
ill which the courts have corrected minor errors [it expression of a
document by a process of construction rather than by rectification. 'thus
in Niltan (11K) Ltd V. Solent Steel Fabrication Ltd [1981]  I All FR 633, the
Court of Appeal read 'Sargrove Electronic Controls Ltd' as if it read 'Sar-
grove Automation' and thereby avoided the need to rectify the document.

However this process of construction will only be used to correct very
minor errors.

Rectification is a remedy which is concerned with defects not in the
making, but iii the recording, of a contract, This distinction can be il]us-
It ated by reference to the Case of J'rcdcnck F Rose (London) Lid v.
Willia,,r 11 Pin, mr & Co ltd [ 195312 013 450. The claimants were asked
to supply certain buyers of theirs \vithi a juantity of 'Moroccan horsehcans
known here as feveroles', The claimants did not know what feveroles were
and so they asked the defendants, who replied that they were simply
horsebeans. So the parties entered into a contract for the supply by the
defendants to the claimants of 'horseheans'. At the time of making the

contract both parties believed that 'horsebeans' were 'feveroles'. It later
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transpired that feveroles' Were a more expensive variety of horsebean
than the t y pe which had been supplied to the claimants trtidci the con-
ract When the clainiants' buyers claimed damages hroiii the claimants on

the ground that the horsebeans which had been supplied to them were
not 'feveroics', the claimants sought to have the contract with the defen-
dants rectified by the insertion of the word 'fvcioles'. The Court of
Appeal refused to rectify the contract. ('his was not a case in which the
document failed to record the intention of the parties. The document did
reflect their prior agreement; it was simpl y the case that the parties were
under a shared misapprehension that 'hor sebeans' weFC 'feveroles'.

Rectification is an equitable discretionary reniedy. As such, it is only
available in the discretion of the court. 0I WillalIV  the courts were reluc-
tant to exercise this discretion but gradually they have become more
wilhng to do so. In deciding whether to icctity a document a coui t \ ill
have regard to the folk-wing considerations.

The first is that a court will only rectify a document where 'convincing
proof is provided that the document fails to record the intention of the
parties (Jo.vccl ynr' v. Nissen 119701 2 OH 86). A high degree of proof is
needed so that certaint y is not undermined ( The Ol ympic Pride II 9t10] 2

Lloyds Rep 67, 73). '['lie second is that the document must fail to record
the intention of bohr parties. Unilateral mistake is insufficient of itself to
base a claim to rectification (Ricer/ate Properties v. Paul [19751 Ch 133).
But where one party mistakenly believes that the document correctly
expresses the parties common intention, and the other party is aware of
that mistake, rectification may be available (A Roberts and (7o Ltd v.

Leu'e.ir'rslure Count y Council 119611 Ch 555). Where the defendant has
been guilty of unconscionable conduct then the claimant may he entitled
to rectification. An example of such unconscionable conduct was provided
by Stuart-Smith IJ in Co,nnossion for the New Tho'n.r v. Cooper (Great

Britain) Ltd 119951 ('h 259, 281) in the iollov mg terms:

'where A intends B to be mistaken as to the construction of the agree-
ment, so conducts himself that he diverts 13's attention from discover-
ing the mistake b y making false and misleading statements, and B ilk
fact niakes the very mistake that A intends, Ilien notwithstandin g that
A does not act rialf y know, but merely suspects, that U is mistaken, and
it cannot be shown that the mistake was induced by an y misrepresen-
tation, rectification may be granted.'

Thirdly, the document must have been preceded by a concluded contract
or by a 'continuing common intention'. It is no longer the case that a prior
contract is a prerequisite to rectification. In Josct'l yne v. Nissen (above) a
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father and daughter agreed that the daughter would purchase the father's
business and would, in return, pay all the expenses of the father's home,
including the gas, electricity and coal hit Is. The formal contract signed by
the parties made no mention of the fact that the daughter had agreed to
pay these bills. 'there was no i°' contract to which the court could have
regard but it was held that there was sufficient evidence of a continuing
common intention that the daughter pay the gas, electricity and coal bills
to enable the court to rectify the agreement to give effect to their common
intention. Finally, rectification will not be granted in favour of a claimant
who has been guilty of excessive delay in seeking rectification, 1101 will it
be granted against a bona tide purchaser for value without notice,

9.8 Implied Ternis

In addition to the terms which the parties have expressly agreed, a court
may be prepared to hold that other terms most be implied into the
contract. Such terms may he implied from one of three sources.

'llc first is statute. Parliament has, in numerous instances, seen fit to
imply terms into contracts. It is clear that these statutorily implied terms
are not based upon the intention of the parties but on rtile (if law or
public policy. As an illustration of statutorily implied terms we shall give
very brief consideration to sections 12-15 of the Sale of Goods Act 1979.

Thus it is an implied condition of a contract for the sale of goods that the
seller has the right to sell the goods (s. 12(1)) and there is an implied war-

ranty that the goods are free from charges or inctimbrances in favour of
third parties (s. 12(2)). There is also an implied condition that goods sold

by description shall correspond with the description (s. 13(1)) and that
goods sold by sample shalt correspond with the sample (s.15). In the case
Of a sellet who sells goods in the course of a business, there is an implied
condition that the goods supplied under the contract are of satisfactory
quality (s.1 4(2)), except in relation to defects drawn to the buyer's atten-

tion before the contract was concluded or, in the case where the buyer
examines the goods, as regards defects which that examination ought to
reveal (s.14(2C)). Finally, where the seller sells goods in the course of ab

usiness and the buyer makes known to the seller any particular purpose
for which the goods arc being bought, there is ail condition that
the goods supplied under the contract are reasonably fit for that purpose
(s.14(3)). The function of these implied terms is not to give effect to the
intention of the parties but to provide some protection for the expecta-
tions of purchasers, particularly consumers. This element of 'consumer
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protection' is further evidenced by the fact that the Unfair Contract
'Ic.rnis Act 1977 places severe restrictions upon the abilit y of sellers to
exclude the operation of these implied terms and, indeed, as against a con-
sumer, they cannot be excluded (see. further 11.11).

ilie second source of implied terms are terms implied by custom. A
contract ma y be deemed to incorporate any relevant custom of the
market, trade or locality in which the contract is made (hutton v. Warren
(1836) 1 M & \V 466), unless the custom is inconsistent with the express
terms of the contract or its nature (I'algrai'e, Brown & Son Lid v. SS Turid
(Owners) 119221 1 AC 397). A custom will generally be implied into a con-
tract Micic it can he shown that the custom was generally accepted b
those doing business in the particular trade in the particular place and
was such that an outsider making Inquiries could not fail to discover it
(kiwi v. Walt Tar Bank ltd [197 1  1 lloyd's Rep 439). A custom which
satisfIes these requirements binds both parties, whether the y knew of it
or not.

'file third source of implied terms are terms implied at common law.
There are, broadl y speaking, two types of terms which are implied at
common law (the distinction was recognised b y Lord Bridge in .Scal/y v.
Southern health and Social Services Board (1992] 1 AC 294, 306-7). The
first type are sometimes called terms 'implied in fact'. This nomenclature
seeks to convey the idea that the term is being implied as a matter of fact
to give effect to what the court perceives to he the unexpressed intention
of the parties. The test which must be satisfied before such a term will he
implied into a contract is a stringent one. The test which is frequently
employed by the courts is the 'officious b ystander' test, the origin of which
lies in the following statement:

Prima facie that which in an y contract is left to be implied and need
not he expressed is something so obvious that it goes without saying:
so that, if, while tire parties were making their bargain an officious
bystander were to suggest some express provision for it in the
agreement, they would testil y suppress him with a common "Oh, of
course"' (MacKinnon ij in Shitiaw v.Soeit/tern /4m,idries Lid [19391
2 KR 206, 207).

'to put it another wa'/: the implication must he 'necessary to give the trans-
action such business efficacy as the parties must have intended' (The
Moorcock (1889) 14 PD 64).'Fhese tests were summarised by Lord Simon
in 131' Ref'inerv (Westernport) Ptv lid v. Shire of Hastings (197$) ALJR
20, 26 in the following terms:
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'for a term to be implied, the following conditions (which may overlap)
must be satisfied: (1) it must be reasonable and equitable (2) it must
be necessary to give business efficacy to the contract, So that no term
Wil l he implied if the contract is effective Without it; (3) it must be So
obvious that "it goes without Saying''; (4) it must be capable of close
expression; (5) it must not contradict any express teim of the contract.'

Although the reasonableness of the terni is a relevant factor if ' deciding
whether or not to imply a term into the contract, it JIM IA be emphasised
that the court does not have power to imply a tern) into a contract simply
because it is reasonable to do so. Although Lord Denning has advocated
such all (Liverpool CC v. Irwin [1976] OR 319) it has been
rejected by the I-louse of Lords, who insisted that the term must he a nec-
essary One before it will he implied (Liverpool ( 'CV. irwin [1977] AC 239;
see also hughes v. Greenwich London Borough Council [1994] AU 170).
The necessity test at least allows the court to base its reasoning oil
intention of the parties and it avoids the court being seen overtly to be
'making' the contract for the parties (on which see 4.1).

So a high standard must he satisfic(l before such a terni will he implied

into a contract, Attempts to imply a term have therefore failed where one
of the parties did not know of the term which it was alleged must be
iiplicd (Spri,i' v. NASDS [1956] 1 WLR 585) and wherc it was not clear

that b0th parties would in fact have agreed to the term (Lu vor (East-
bourne) Lid v. Cooper [1941] AC 108). The courts are also reluctant to
imply a terni where the parties have entered into a carefully drafted
written contract containing detailed terms agreed between them: ill such

a case a court is likely to presume that the written contract constitutes a
complete code and so refuse to imply any term into it (Shell UK Ltd v.
Losiock Garages Ltd 119761 I WL.R 1187). Further, as Lord Simon stated
in B!' Refinery (Wcsternport) Pty Ltd v.5/tire of llasthrg.v (above), a term
will not he implied into a contract if it would be inconsistent with the
express wording of the contract (see also Duke of Westminster v. Guild
11985] OR 68$). I lOWever, where the meaning of the express term is in
(lOubt and the court is called upon to interpret that term, an implied terra
may, by a process of interprctatji, he invoked to cut down or limit the
literal scope of the express term so that the express and the implied terms
can thus co-exist 'without conflict' (Jo/instone v. Bloomsbury I/colt/i
Aiithio,jj [1992] QB 333, 350--I per Browne-Wilkinson ye, although
contrast the approach of Stuart-Smith u who suggests (pp.343-5) that a
tern) implied in law (see below) may prevail over an express inconsistent
term of the contract).

Secondly terms, known as terms 'implied in law', may he implied into
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all contracts of a particular type. Thus terms are frequently implied into
contracts of employment and into contracts between landlords and
tenants, not on the basis of the relationship between the pal ticular parties,
but as a general incidence of the relationship of employer and employee
or landlord and tenant. To take the cmplovmcnt relationship as our
example, there is all term that an employee will serve his
employer faithfully and that he will indemnify his employer for liabilities
incurred as a result of his wrongful acts in the course of his employment
(Lis'rer v Ron ford ire & Cold Storage Co Ltd 1 97] AC 555). Equally it
has been held that there is an implied term to the effect that the employer
must not 'without reasonable and propei cause conduct Ehirnselfl in a
manner calculated or likely to destroy or seriously daina p,e the relation-
ship of confidence and trust between the parties' (Couriarildc Northern
ivtifr.r ltd V. Andrew [ 979 I IRLR 8 .1 and Malunud v. Bank of Credit
and Connnerce International SA 11998] AC 20, 44-45 (Lord Stevii )). In
these cases, and the many other cases in which the courts have implied
ternus into contracts of employment, it seems clear that the implication is
not based on the 'officious bystander' test, but on some less stringent test
Which reflects the court's perception of the nature of the relationship

between all and all and whether such an implied term
is suitable or 'reasonable' for incorporation in all such contracts (for an
example in the context of a landlord and tenant relationship sec Liicr-
pool CC V. irwin (above)). As Lord Bridge put it in Scully v.Sorithrrn
Health and Social Services Board 11 9921 1 AC 294, 306, there is

'a clear distinction between tile search for Ili implied term necessary
to give business efficacy to -,I particular contract and the search, bacd
on Rider con.side,atjonv, for a terni which the law will imply as a nec-
essary incident of a definable category of contractual rclat ionslup'

(emphasis added, but note the criticisms of Phang, 1993, PP.243 -50.

Summary

1 Once the contracting parties have elected to enshrine their contract in a written
document, the cowls have held that, as a general rule, the parties cannot adduce
extrinsic evidence to add to, vary or contradict the written document.

2 This 'rule' is called the parol evidence rule but it is the subject of so many excep-
tions that it is unlikely to have significant effects in practice.

3 As a general rule a person is bound by a document which he signs, whether he
reads it or not, except where his signature has been procured by fraud, mis-
representation or the defence of non est factum is made out.

4 Non est tactum means this is not my deed. It is a defence which is available to
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those who are permanently or temporarily unable through no fault of their own to
have without explanation any real understanding of a particular document. Tha
difference between the document as it was and as it was believed to be must
be radical or substantial or fundamental. A person who signs the document
carelessly, without bothering to read it properly, cannot invoke the defence

5 Contracting parties may agree to incorporate a set of written terms into their con-
tract. In order to do so, notice must be given at or before the time of contracting,
be contained in a document which was intended to have contractual effect and
reasonable steps must be taken to bring the terms to the attention of the other
party.

6 Terms may also be incorporated into a contract by a course of dealing. The course
of dealing must be both regular and consistent.

7 When interpreting a contract the court must seek to ascertain and give effect to
the intention of the parties. The intention of the parties must generally be derived
from the document in which they have expressed their agreement The courts
have gradually moved away from a literal approach to interpretation towards a
purposive approach with particular emphasis being laid upon the adoption of an
interpretation which has regard to the commercial purpose of the transaction.

8 Evidence of pre-contractual negotiations, of conduct subsequonl to the making of
the contract and of the parties' subjective intentions is generally inadmissible.

9 Rectification is a remedy which is concerned with defects not in the making, but
in the recording, of a contract. It is an equitable discretionary remedy.

10 A court will only rectify a document where 'convincing proof' is provided that the
document fails to record the intention of the parties, where the document fails to
record the intention of both parties (unless one party knows that the other is mis-
taken) and the document must have been preceded by a concluded contract or
by a 'Continuing common intention'.

11 Terms may be implied into a contract by statute, by custom or by the common
law. In the case of 'terms implied in fact' a court cannot imply a term simply
because it would be reasonable to do so; it must be necessary to imply such a
term (in other words it must pass the 'officious bystander' test).

Exercises

1 What is the 'parol evidence rule'? List the principal exceptions to the rule.
2 What is non est fact tim? In what circumstances is the defence available to an adultof lull capacity?
3 Is it correct to say that the cases on sufficiency of notice are concerned with the

question 'whether it would in all the circumstances be fair (or reasonable) to hold
a party bound by any conditions. . . of an unusual and stringent nature"?4 When is a course of dealing 'regular and consistent"?

5 What types of evidence are inadmissible when a court seeks to interpret a written
Contract?

6 What is rectification? When is it available?
7 In what circumstances may a term he implied into a contract? Do courts ever imply

terms into a contract on the basis that it was just and reasonable' so to do'?
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10 The Classification of - -
Contractual Terms

19.1 The Classification of Terms

Not all contract terms are of equal signilicaitec; sonic are morec iriiportitiil
than others. For example. if I were to e liter into a contract to buy a new
car, the make of the cam', its roadworthiness and the price would be much
more important to me than its colour. This fact has long been reflected
in contract law in the distinction which has traditionall y been drawn
between a condition and a warranty.

A condition is an essential term of the contract which goes to the root
or the heart of the contract. 'ihus, in the example of my purchase of a new
car, the terms as to the make of the car, its roadworthiness and the price
would all he conditions. A warranty, oil the other hand, is a lesser, sub-
sidiary term of the contract, such as the term relatint to the colour of the
car (unless it was part of the description of the car, in which case it would
be treated as a condition under s. 13(1) of the Sale of Goods Act 1979-, see
9.8). 'Ihe distinction between a condition and a warranty is vital in the
event of a breach of contract. A breach of a condition enables the party
who is not ill of contract ('the innocent party') either to terminate
performance of the contract and obtain damages for an y loss Suffered as
a result of the breach or to affirm the contract and recover damages for
the breach. A breach of a warranty only enables the innocent part)' to
claim damages, that is to say lie cannot terminate performance of the eon-
tract and must therefore continue to perform his obligations under the
contract. SC) if, in our example, I wished to terminate the contract to pur-
chase the car and to return the car to the sellers, it would be essential
for me to show that the sellers had broken a condition of the contract
because, if the sellers had only broken a warranty, I would be confined to
a remedy in damages.

It may seem odd to dISCUSS the classification of contiactuiui ternis at this
stage in the book if the primary significance of the classification relates
to breach of contract. However the justification for doing so lies in the
fact that the distinction is an important one in contract law and we shall
encounter it oil number of occasions before we reach the chapter on
breach of contract (Chapter 19).
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10.2 What is a 'Condition'?

Before embarking upon a more detailed discussion of the distinction
be t ween a Condition and a warranty, it is necessary to deal with a pre-
liiiiinary point relating to the meaning of the word coridition'. The word

condition' can be used in a number of different senses and it is linpor-
tan) )o have a clear grasp of the meanings which contract lawyers ascribe
to this word. In the first place it could mean some event upon which the
existence of the contract hinges. Such conditions are commonly called
eon tingent conditions. A contingent condition may be either a condition
precedent or a condition subse(Iuent. A condition precedent provides that
the contract shall not become binding until the occurrence of it specifiedevent (Pyin v. Campbell (1856) 6 F & B 370), For example, I enter into
an agreeninent to buy a car but the agreement provides that it shall not
become binding until the car passes a road test; if the car fails the road
test 110 contract conies into existence. A condition subsequent provides
that a prciousl y binding contract shall conic to an end oil occurrence
Of a stipulated event. So if I enter into a binding Contract, Supported by
consideration , under which I promise to pa £50 a month to my daugh-
ter Rachel until she gets married, the occuri cncc of her marriage will
determine the contract between us. In both cases the effect of the occur-
rence of the condition is to terminate the agreement without either party
being ill I ) IC i tch of contract because, in the case of the condition prece-
dent, neither party promised that the condition would be fulfilled and, in
the case of tile condition subsequent, neit her party promised that the con-
dition would not occur.

I lowever we are not concerned here with such contingent conditions;
we are concerned with promissory conditions. A promissory condition is
a terni of a contract under which one party promises to cia a particular

hing ark] a failure oni his part to perform the promised act constitutes a
hi each of contract.

10.3 Distinguishing Between a Condition and a Warranty

I having established that we are discussing promissory conditions it is now
necessary to explain how it is decided whether a term is a condition or a
warranty. We shall approach this issue b y examining the situations in
which a term has been held to be a condition. A terni may be held to be
a condition in one of three ways: by statutory classification, by judicial
classification or by the Classification of the parties.

Firstly, a terra may he classified as a condition by statute. We have
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already noted (see 9.8) that sections 12-15 of the Sale of Goods Act 1979
imply certain terms into contracts for the sale of goods. These sections
also classify these iniplied ternis thus the implied terms as to satisfactory
quality, fitness for purpose and compliance with description and sample
are declared to be conditions, whereas the implied term that the goods
are free from charges and imicumbrances in favour of third parties is stated
to be a svarranty.

Secondl y, a term may be classified asacondition by the courts. There
are two grounds, apart twin the stipulation of the parties, on which courts
may decide that it term is it condition. the first is where performance of
the term eoes to the root of the contract so that. 1w necessary inrpliea-
Oon, the parties must have intended that the term should be treated as a
condition, breach of which would entitle the other part y to treat himself
as discharted (see (i'oruirwa,r V. Hill [19471 KB 544, discussed at 83).
Althou'hr the term must go to the root of the contract, it need not be the
case that every breach of the term should deprive the innocent party of
substantially the whole benefit which it was intended that he would obtain
from the contract (Runge Corp v. Iradav Export SA [19811 I WI .R 711).
When seeki rig to ascertain the significance of the term which has been
broken, the courts will have re gard to the views and practices of lire corn-
inercial communit y. As Kerr ij has stated, the court is, in the absence of
any other 'more specilicguide', makine 'what is in effect a value judgirmeiri
about the commercial significance of the terra in question' (State Trading
Corporation of India ltd v. Al Go/odetz Ltd [1989] 2 Lloyd's Rep 277,
283). In particular, where a decision has been made by an experi-
enced trade arbitrator or tribunal as to the status of a particular term and
that decision is based upon the commercial significance of the term, the
courts will be extremel y reluctant to interfere with the finding of that arbi-
trator or tribunal (Suite Tradirg Corpuratioti of indict Ltd v. Al G'lodetz
Ltd [1989] 2 Llo yd's Rep 277, 284 and The fva.ws [19901 1 WI R 1337,
1348).

1 he second ground on which a court ma y decide that a term is it
 k that binding authority requires the court to hold that the terra is

a coinliliori In sonic industnes.pzri lies rade on standard terms and a deci-
sion that ; I pirtie rirta standard terra is ii condition will affect not onl y that
contract, hut also all subsequent contracts of that t y pe. Thus a stipula-
tion in it vo yage chrrterpartv relating to the time at which the vessel is
expected ready to load is generally treated as a condition ('//ne Mi/ia/is
Anm,e/o.s 119711 I QU 164). The governing factor here is the need for cer-
tainty. But certaint y ear ties with it a prcc That price is that, in some eases,
a party has been hcld to be entitled to terminate for breach of a condi-
tion, even though the breach has caused him little or no hardship. The
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most infamous example is, perhaps, Areas Ltd v. E A Ranuasen & Son
[1933] AC 470. Timber, described in the contract as half an inch thick, was
bought to be used in making cement barrels. 'the timber, as delivered, was
9/16 inch thick but this did not inipair its utility for making cement barrels.

Nevertheless the buyers were held to he entitled to reject the timber, even
though their motive in doing so was clearl y that the market price for
timber had fallen. As Professor Hrownswurd has stated (.1992):

'the objection to the (lCCisiOfl in Areas is not so 11111C11 L11111 I lie buyers
were allowed to act unreasonably or inefficiently by rejecting goods
which they could use, but that they were allowed to reject such goods
in or der to take advantage of it falling market. In short, the objection
is that the buyers acted in had faith.'

The buyers call said to have acted in bad faith because the reason
which they gave for exercising the right to terminate (the thickness of the
timber) was not the 'real reason' and further that the 'real reason' was
not attributable to the consequences of the breach but to the fact that
they had entered into what had turned out to be a bad bargain. The courts
are not presently concerned to ascertain the 'real reason' for the decision
to terminate: as long as the party asserting the right to terminate does
actui!ly possess it, the courts will riot iFic uire into the motives hhind its
assem ton. Arguably, the courts are right to adopt this approach because
of the cost and uncertainty which would be created by inquiries into time
actual motivc.s of the party seeking to exercise the light to terminate.

The third method of classification is the parties' own classification of
the contractual term. ThLIS, if a contract states that a particular term is a
condition, the term will generally be regarded as a condition; similarly
where the contract expressly states that breach of the term will entitle the
other party to terminate performance of the contract. This ability to clas-
sify a term as a condition gives an extremely powerful weapon to con-
tracting parties, as call seen from the case of Lombard North Central
pie v. Butterworth 119871 OB 527. A contract for the hire of computers
stated in clause 2 of the agreement that it was of the essence of the con-
tract that the hirer should pay each instalment promptly. The hirer failed
to pay certain instalments promptly, whereupon (he Owners retook pos-

session of the computers and stied the hirer for damages. The Court of
Appeal held that making punctual payment of the essence of the contract
was sufficient to turn the failure to pay a single instalment into a repudia-
tion of the contract, thus entitling the claimant owners to terminate the

contract and recover, not only in respect of arrears as at the date of ter-
mination, but also the loss of future instalments (subject to a discount for
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accelerated receipt of the future rentals). The court held that there was
no restriction upon the light of the parties to classify the relative impor-
tance of the terms of their contract. It has been objected that such a prin-
ciple 'does not always lead to a desirable result' (Bojczuk, 1987) but
Mustill vi refused to subject such terms to the control of the penalty clause
jurisdiction (see 21.5) oil ground that to do so would be to reverse
the current of more than 100 years' doctrine, which permits the parties to
treat as a condition something which would not otherwise he so'.

However, the court must he satisfied that the pal-ties intended to use
the word 'condition' in its technical sense. In Schuler AG v. %Vickman
Maclime To/ Sales Lid [1974] A( ' 2?.5, clause 7(h) of a four- year distribu-
torship agreement stated that 'it shall be-acondition of this agreement
that IWickmanl shall send its representatives to visit six TLamecl UK
manufacturers] at least once in every week for the purpose of soliciting
orders', Wickman failed to make some visits to the named manufactur-
ers. Schuler claimed that they were therefore entitled to terminate the
agreement because Wickman had broken a 'condition' of the agreement.
This argument was rejected b y the House of Lords. Lord Reid held that
the use of the word 'condition' was an 'indication', perhaps even a 'strong
indication', that the parties intended the term to be a condition in the
technical sense, but it was by no means 'conclusive' evidence. He held that
the more unreasonable the consequences of treating a term as a condi-
tion in its technical sense, the less likel y it was that the parties intended
to use the word 'condition' in such a way. On the facts, the consequence
that a 'failure to make even one visit' would entitle Schuler to terminate
the contract 'however blameless Wickman might he' was so unreasonable
that it compelled Lord Reid to interpret 'condition' in clause 7(h) in its
non-technical sense. Lord Wilberforce dissented. He attacked the major-
ity approach on the ground that it assumed, 'contrary to the evidence, that
both parties , adopted a standard of easy-going tolerance rather than
one of aggressive, insistent punctuality and efficiency'. There is much force
in this criticism. Perhaps, at the end of the day. the vital factor in the case
was that the contract was 'poorl y drafted' so that the majority were able
to employ this lack of clarit y to justify their decision to refuse to adopt a
construction which produced what was, iii their view, an 'unreasonable'
or 'absurd' result.

Althougi contracting parties are free to create conditions b y stipulat-
ing that performance of a particular obligation shall be of the essence of
the contract, it is vital to note that both parties must agree to this classi-
fication before the term can enjoy the status of a condition, The position
is entirel y different where one party serves a notice on the other party
purporting to make performance of a particular obligation 'of the essence
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Of the contract'. Let us suppose that one party fails to comply with the
terms of -,I warranty, thus giving rise only to a claim for damages. Can the
innocent party give the patty in breach notice requiring him to perform
tire obligation within a certain period of time, stating that a failure to do
so will be regarded as it breach giving rise to a right to ter-
minate (thus making performance 'of the essence of the contract')? Two
issues must be distinguished here. The first relates to the entitlement of
the innocent Party to serve Such a notice: the second concerns the effect
of the notice. III to the first issue, the innocent party is entitled to
Serve such a notice because the right to give notice is not confined to
essential terms of the contract but can he exercised in relation to any term
of the contract (I3c/iadj v. Hotels/fofr[ Lid [1992] (hr. I ). Notice
can he served at the moment of breach: it is not necessar y to wait for a
reasonable time to elapse before serving it (see Itelrz(jdi (above)). The
period of notice given must, however, he reasonable-,all which

depends upon all the facts and circumstances of the case. The Vital issue
is therefore the second one, namely the effect of such a notice. In Re
Olynzpia c York Canary Wharf Ltd (No. 2) [1993] BCC 159, Morrilt
rejected the argument that a failure to comply with a time of the essence
notice was Of itself sufficient to constitute a repudiation of the contract.
It is suggested that this is correct because, if failure to comply did of itself
amount to a repudiation it would, in effect, give to one party the power
unilaterally to turn it non-csciitial term into a ll essential term. there is
all the difference in the world between a term which both parties agree
to classify as a condition and a term which both parties agree to classify

as a warranty but one party purports unilaterally to elevate to tire status
of a condition. oil view tile function of it 'time of the essence' notice
is limited: it failure to compl y ii) respect of a non-essential term will riot
constitute a repudiation of the contract but at most will provide evidence
from which a court may be prepared to infer that a repucliatory breach
has ueetn red.

10.4 The Need for Change?

It call seen that (he prirnirm y emphasis ill these cases has been upon
the importance of the let/Il wInch has been broken rallier than upon the
importance of the consequences of the breach of that terni. The result has
beer) that, in cases such as Arcos v. Ronaasen (above), a term has been
classified as a condition even though the consequences of breach were
insignificant. ,111C justification for this approach is, firstly, that the parties
must he free 10 classify the relative importance of their own contractual
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terms (sec Lam/n-nd Nm-ti, Central V. Butti'ruort/i (above)) and, secondly,
the need for certainty ill coninic'rcial transactions. Certainty can he
achieved most effectively by deciding whether or not it term is a condi-
tion according to the nat nrc of the term broken, not by requiring tile
parties to wait and examine the consequences of the breach before deck!-
lug \Viiether or not they are sufficiently serious to justify the classificatic>n
of the term as a condition. The cause of certainty is further advanced by
the fact that, once a term is classified as a condition, the innocent part 

V

is, ii niess barred by estoppel, b y his elect ion to affirm the contract (on
which see further 19.8), or by statute. (see section ISA of the Sale of
Goods Act 1 1Y/(), below), automatically entitled to terminate pci iorniince
of the cout, act. But it is inipurtinit lot to OVci-state tile certainty which
is achieved by classifying a term as it condition. It is true that, once it term
has been classified as a condition it measure. of certainty is
hereby achieved, but uncertainty can still arise in relation to the prior

question of whether the term which has been broken is actually it
 for example, in i/u' Naxos [ 199t)] 1 WI R 1337 a majority of the

House of Lords held that tile obligation of the seller to have the cargo
read y for delivery at any time within the contract period was a condition,
whereas it majority of the Court of Appeal and the tirst instance judge
were of the opinion that it was not. This uncertainty is, however, largely
confined to previously unclassified terms and, while it should not he
ignored, it should not detract from the principal point which is that the
classif ication of it as it does give rise to a greater degree
of certainty in commercial transact oils.

But the cost of this emphasis on the need to proilloic cci taiut is an
element of injustice, in cases such as ,4rco,r V. Ronaasen (above), where
the motive for terminating the contract was that the contract had turned
0111 to be a bad bargain br the innocent party. Such injustice could he
largely avoided it tile critical factor in deciding whether a term was a con-
dition (and hence whether the innocent party was entitled to terminate
performance of the contract) was to become the consequences of the
breach. 'l'hen the innocent party would only be entitled to tcrminat per-
formance of the contract where (he consequences to hum of tile breach
were sufficiently serious (indeed there was authority for sticli a proposi-
tion in (he early case of Boone v. Ly re (1777) 1 1-1 Hi 27 before the
emphasis switched to the importance of the term which had been broken
in cases such as Be/ui v, Burne.,s (1863) 3 B & S 751 and Beuini v.
(1876) 1 OHI) 183). Yet the cost of such a shift in emphasis would be the
sacrifice of it

	 cc of certainty.
A further criticism which has been levelled against too great it willing-

ness to classify it terni as it condition is that it encourages termination of
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contracts iathcr than their performance. As Roskill ii stated in The 1/wisa
Nord [1976] QB 44:

'in principle, contracts are made to he performed and not to he avoided
according to the whims of market fluctuation and where there is a free
choice between two possible constructions I think the court should tend
to prefer that construction which will ensure perform mlice, and not
encourage avoidance of contractual obligations.'

The Hansa Nord was a case, like A rco.r v. Uonaasen, where the liii ver
was searching for a way out of a had bargain and it is true that, in this
context, a refusal to classify a term as a condition is more likely to lead
to contractual performance. But in other contexts this is not so. 'Fhic clas-
sification of a term as a condition can give an incentive to a would-lie
contract-breaker to perform his obligations under the contract because
breach will expose him to a claim for loss of bargain damages. The hirer
in Lombard North Central pie v. I3urterivorth (above) will, presumably,
take greater steps to perform his obli gations under any future contract of
hire he may conclude, knowing the draconian consequences which can
follow from breach of a condition. In this sense, classification of a term as
a condition could be said to act as an incentive to performance rather
than Icrininatiori So this argument, iiltini ately, is not convincing, and it is
the appatent injustice of cases such as Areas which is the real basis for
arguments for reform.

So, iii this context, what we have is, essentially, a conflict between the
interests of 'certainty' and the interests of 'justice' or 'fairness'. 'Certainty'
requires the focus to be upon the nature of the term broken and demands
a high degree of remedial rigidity. 'Justice', on the other hand, requires
the focus to he on the consequences of the breach and demands a high
degree of remedial flexibility. The generally accepted view was that, ill
cases such as Arcos v. Ronaasen, the pendulum had swung too far in
favour of the promotion of certainty and that it was time to redress the
balance.

In seeking to redress the balance, three approaches have been adopted.
The first is to seek to limit the number of terms which are classified as
conditions. Thus, in Reunion Smith Line Ltd v. Hansen Thngen [1976] 1
WLR 989, Lord Wilberforce stated that some of the authorities which we
have discussed were 'excessively technical and due for fresh examination'
by the [-louse of Lords. But these cases still await 'fresh examination' by
the I louse of Lords and it is unlikely that this line of approach will he
further developed.

The second approach has been to address the fact situation in Areas v,
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Ronaasen directly and place a statutory restriction UOfl the right of a
buyer to reject goods. Fhis has been done by section ISA of the Sale of
Goods Act 1979 (as inserted by the Sale and Suppl y of Goods Act 1994)
which states in subsection (1) that where the buyer would, apart from this
subsection, have the right to reject goods by reason of a breach on the
part of the seller of a term implied b y sections 13 15 of the Sale of Goods
Act 1979, but the breach is so slight that it would be unreasonable for him
to reject them, then, if the huyei does not deal as consumer, the breach
is not to he treated as it breach of a condition but ma y be treated as breach
of warrant y. Thus the buyer in such a case would be confined to a claim
in damages. It is for the seller to show that the breach is slight so as to
preclude the bu yer from rejecting the goods (s. 15A(3)). At first sight this
provision seems apt to encompass the fact situation in A reos but in fact
it all depends upon the meaning to be given to the word 'slight'. As Pro-
fessor 'Ireitel has pointed out (1999, p.744) the difference between half
an inch and 9/16 of an inch is by no means obviously "slight" (at least as
a proportion)' and if it is not slight the buyer is not dept ived of his right
to reject no matter how unreasonable his decision to rejcct.This new pro-
vision is also limited in a number of other rcspecis The first is that it only
applies to a breach by the seller of one of the terms implied by sect ions
13-15 of the 1979 Act: it has no application to a breach by the seller of
section 12 ul the Act, to the brcach of an express term of the contract and
it has no application whatsoever to the seller's right to terminate follow-
inn a breach by the buyer. The second limitation is that it only applies
where the buyer is not a consurrier. A consumer buyer is not to be
deprived of Ins right to reject the goods and confined to a claim Ili
damages bccause damages are unlikel y to be an adequate remedy for a
purchaser who has not bought with a view to ic-selling the goods. Thus
the new provision only applies in a commercial context. This seems
strange because the provision reduces certainty at the very point at which
it is most needed. Some attempt has been made to preserve certaint y by
enacting that the new restriction shall apply 'unless a contrary intention
appears in, or is to be implied from the contract (-,.I 5A(2)). 111c meaning
to ilL: i'iven to sI 5A(2) is not initiall y obvious but it is intended to exclude
F10111 the rcfoi ui chaiisc.s such as time clauses where it is ienei ally accepted
thai a bleach should give rise to a right to terminate (see lOS). Notwith-
standing the inclusion of si SA(2). the effect of this reform is to take awa
a degree of certainty in commercial transactions but the limits to which
it is subject (particularly the exclusion of seller termination following
buyer hi each) make it hard to resist the conclusion of 1eitel (1999. p.745)
that 'the section has s acrificed certainty without attaining justice'.

lhe third approach is one of more general application and it has been
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to focus more attention oil consequences of the breach and thereby
to give the courts greater remedial flexibility. This has been achieved
through (lie recognition of the fact that the distinction between a condi-
(ion and a warranty is not an exhaustive one.

10.5 Innonhjnafe Terms

A (hi rd classification has now been recognised in English law: the inter-
mediate or the inhlonhinate terni. The origin of this development can be
found in the judgment of J)iplock ii in 

hong Kong Fir Shipping ('o I (d
v. Kawasaki Riven Kais/za Lid [1962] 2 QB 26, 70 when he said:

"Illere are many ....untractual undertakings ... which cannot he cat-

egorised as being "conditions" or "warranties" ....Of such undertak-
ings all that can be predicated is that sonic. breaches will and others will
not give rise to an event which will deprive the party not in default of
sUl)stan(ially (lie whole benefit which it Was intended that he should
ohi a n'.

All innominate term call distinguished from a condition on the ground
that breach ul an innonhinate term does not automatically give rise to a
right to terminate performance of the contract and it Can he distinguished
from a warranty On the ground that (lie innocent party is not confined to
a remedy in damages. l'hus tile court is given a greater degree of remedial
flexibility and it call focus attention on the consequences of the breach
by allowing a party to terminate perfoi mance of the contract ouly where
the breach of the innojuinate term has had serious consequences for ]Hm.
Yet it is this remedial flexibility which is, itself, problematic because uric
Carl never he ciii ely sure whetl,'i one l s the right to terminate when
faced with a breach by the other party. In deciding whether or not the
breach was of a sufficiently serious character the courts will have regard
to all the relevant circumstances of the case. Caiter (1991) has helpfully
identified the following factors which are relied upon by the courts: (i)
any detriment caused, or likely to he caused, by the breach; (ii) any delay
caused, or likely to be caused, by the breach; (iii) the value of an y per-
formance received by or tendered to the party not i ll breach; (iv) the cost
of making any performance given or tendered by (lie party in breach
conform with the requirements of the contract; (v) an' offer by the party
in breach to remedy the breach; (vi) whether the part)'arl in breach has previously breached the contract or is likely to b--each it in the future; and
(vii) whether the party not in breach will be dequ'tel Compensated by
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an award of damages in respect of the breach. Not only is this list of
factors extremely broad, but the weight which is accorded to each one
must depend, to a large extent, on the facts of the case. The uncertainty
therebycaused is important because, if a contracting party gets it wrong
and purports to terminate when he was not in fact entitled to do so
(because the breach was not repudiatory), he will be held to have repu-
(hated his obligations under the contract and may he liable to pay sub-
stantial damages in consequence. Uncertaint y can carr y with it a real

price
The creation of this new category of innoniinate terms leaves us with

the further difficulty of distinguishing between an innonunate term, a
condition and a warranty. In practice, classification of a term as a war-
rants' is rare but such a classification is not entirel y without significance.

A party who is in breach of' contract may wish to argue that the term
which has been broken is a warrant y rather than an innominate term so

as to restrict the innocent party to a remedy in damages and to deprive
him of the ability to terminate. Contracting parties are free to classify
terms as warranties, just as they are free to classify terms as conditions,
but if they wish to confine a term to the status of a warranty, the y should

'make it plain from the contract as a whole' that that is their intention
(Re Ol ympia & York ('cwarv Wharf Ltd (No. 2 )1 1 93 1 BCC 15 1), 166). Ii

the contract states that the term is a condition then, subject to Schuler V.

Wickman, it will be treated its a condition. A term will also he regarded
as a condition where it is classified as such b y statute. Where the term has

been previously classified by the judiciary as a condition then, cases such
as A 'ios v. Romiaasen apart, it is likely that the term will continue to he
regarded as a condition. The principal difficult y is likely to arise in con-

nection with previously unclassified terms.
At this point Ny e return to the conflict which we have already noted

between the interests of 'certainty' and 'justice'. If primary attention is
given to considerations of fairness, this will favour classification of terms
as innorninate terms because the remed y can be tailored to the facts of
the case. On the other hand, an approach which gives Prin1arY attention
to considerations of certainty will favoui classification as at condition
because the remedial consequences will then be clear. Some indication of
the likely resolution of this conflict can he. gleaned from the case of Bunge

v. i'radax (above). 'Ihe I-louse 'of Lords held that a term which related to
the time of performance in a commercial contract was a condition and
not an innominale term on the ground that time was generally of the
essence in such contracts. However Lord Wilberforce said that 'the courts
should not be too ready to interpret contractual clauses as conditions'.
I'his suggests that, apart from terms which are commercially vital where
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thc need for Certainty is greatest, greater consid eration will be given to
the interests of 'justice' by classify ing contract terms as ilInonhirlate terms
in order to give the courts flexibility in granting the appropriate relief. A
good example of this is provided by The lIa,isu Nerd 11 976]  OR 44, a casewhich hears Sonic resemblance to Areas v. Ronaave,, (and which wouldnow fall 10thin s.1 SA of the Sale of Goods Act 1979 if the consequences
of the breach were 'slight': Sec 10.4 (above)). Buyers of Citrus pulJ) pur-
ported to reject the cargo on the ground that shipment was not riacle in
'good condition'. The price of the cargo was £100,000. 'llie sellers were
compelled to sell the cargo and the buyers, acting through an agent,
managed to repurchase it for £30,000 and they were able to use the citrus
pulp for its oiigii1il intended purpose. The ('ourt of Appeal held that the
terill.which had been broken was not a coriclitioji and, applyin 1' HongAeiiç Fir, 

they concluded that the (enn was all innulninate one and that
the consequences of the breach were not sufficiently serious to give rise
to a right to terminate, 'the buyers were therefore confined to a claim in
damages to reflect the loss in value of the cargo caused by its defective
state. On this approach, the injustice of cases such as Arcos v. Ronaa.renneed no longer occur.

Summary

1 Contract terms can be classified either as conditions warranties or innominate
terms.

2 A Condition is an essential term of the contract which goes to the root or the heart
of the contract. This is a promissory condition which must be distinguished from a
contingent condition, which is some event upon which the existence of the contract
hinges. A contingent condition may be either a condition precedent or a conditionsubsoquent,

3 A term may be classified as a promissory condition by statute, by judicial classifi-
cation or by the classification of the parties. In the latter category the court must
be Satisfied that the parties Intended to use the word condition' in its technicalsense.

4 Breach of a promissory condition entitles the innocent party either to terminate per-
formance of the contract and claim damages or In affirm the contract and claimdamages

5 A warranty is a lesser, subsidiary term of the contract. Breach of a warranty Only
gives a remedy in damages.

6 The category of innominate terms was recognised by the Court of Appeal in the
Hong Kong Fir case.

7 
An innorninate term can be distinguished from a condition on the ground that
breach of an innominate term does not automatically givO rise to a right to termi-nate performance of the contract and it can be distinguished from a warranty on
the ground that the innocent party's remedy is not confined to damages Classifi-
cation as an innominate term therefore gives the Court an important decree of
remedial flexibility.
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Exercises

1 Distinguish between a promissory condition and a contingent condition.
2 When will a term be classified as a promissory condition?
3 What are the remedial consequences of classifying a term as

(a) a condition;
(I>) a warranty; and
(c) an innominate term?
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11 Exclusion Clauses -

Al l exclusion clause may be defined as a 'clause in a contract or a term
in a notice which appears to exclude or restrict a liability or a legal duty
which would othei wise arise' (Yates, 1982, p,1 ) . Exclusion clauses are a
conimon feature of contracts today and may lake a number of different
forms. The most frequently encountered types of exclusion clauses are
those which seek to exclude liability for breach of contract or for negli-
gencè 01 which seek to limit liability to a specified sum. Another type of
exclusion clause commonly encountered is an indemnity claLIsc., under
Whic h one contracting party promises to indemnify the other for an y lia-
bility incurred by him in the performance of the contract (for a descrip-
tion of other types of exclusion clauses see Yates, 1982, pp.33-41).

11.1 Exclusion Clauses: Defence or Definition?

Despite the common occurrence of exclusion clauses an contacts, differ-
ing views remain as to their essential nature. Let us take an example to
illustrate the point. John, who presently lives in Coichester, wishes to have
his furniture transported to his new house ill and for this purpose

lie contracts with Peter. Peter, who is self-employed, offers a price which
is substantially lower than any other removal firm because he offers no
insurance cover for the goods while they are in transit; instead lie relies
oil Owner of the goods either to use his existing insurance policy (if
it is applicable) or to take out his own special insurance policy. In older
to give effect to his pricing policy Peter inserts a clause into his contracts
to the following effect: 'no liability is accepted for any damage, howso-
ever caused. to any goods during the course of transit'. Two views may be
adopted as to the function of such a clause.

One view holds that this clause simply defines the obligations which
the contracting parties have chosen to accept. Peter has only accepted a
limited obligation to transmit the goods and has never accepted any lia-
bility for damage to the goods during the course of transit. Oil view
the function of the exclusion clause is to assist in defining the obligations
of the patties. 'lids view is not, however, the one which the courts have
traditionally adopted. Courts have traditionally seen exclusion clauses as
performing a defensive function. On this view a failure by Peter to deliver
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the goods safely to Preston constitutes it of contract and the role
of the exclusion clause is to provide Peter with a th'Jencc to John's action
for breach of contract.

Yet it closci examination of this traditional view reveals a Serious dif-
ficulty. 'use difficultv is that Peter has not accepted an absolute obligation
to deliver John's goods; such a conclusion could only be reached by ignor-
ing the exclusion clause when defining Peter's obli gations. But why should
the exclusion clause be ignored in defining Peter's obligations, when it is
via the exclusion clause, that Peter has sought to define the extent of his
obligations and it is univ by this means that he call it service at it

price lower than that of his competitors? 'here can surely be no justifi-
cation for ignoring the exclusion clause in this manner. The clause is
simply one means, albeit an important one, by which Peter has itt tempted
to define his obligations. If this view of exclusion clauses is accepted, the
justification for subjecting exclusion clauses to distinct regulation largely
disappears because such clauses then become functionally indistinguish-
able from every other term of the contract which assists in defining the
obligations which the. parties have accepted towards each other (this
theory was initiall y developed b y Coote. 1964, and is also SLippol ted by
Yates, 1982).

The argument that exclusion clauses define the obligations of the
Parties has been attacked by Adams and l3rownsword (I 9$8a) on the
ground that it is 'ele g antl y formalistic' and that it ignores 'both the his-
torical development of time problem, and the meal ities of the situation'. I he
'historical development' is that the nrowth in the use of standard form
contracts has been accompanied by a growth in the use of exclusion
clauses and the 'realities' of the situation are that such terms are Offered
on it 'take it or leave it basis'. In short, these standard form contracts,
which so often include sweeping exclusion clauses, are imposed on the
weaker party to the transaction. 'l'hcy take awa y the rights of the weaker
party and nullify his expectations rather than define time obligations ofthe
parties. But it is 0111y b y looking outside the contract for the initial exis-
tence of these 'ri g hts' om 'expectations' that exclusion clauses can be said
to 'take away' the 'rights' of the weaker party or nullify his 'expectations'.
'these 'rights' and 'expectations' must exist outside the contract becauc
the contm act as it certainly did not confer them upon the weaker
party. 1 low then are we to ascertain the scope of these 'rights' or 'expec-
tations'? Are they to he found in sonic conception of 'public policy'? Pro-
ponents of the 'defensive' view of exclusion clauses do not tell us. Surely
the evil which we are seeking to eradicate is not the existence of exclu-
sion clauses or even simply the existence of 'unreasonable exclusion
clauses' but the existence of 'unfair' terms in a contract. If this is so, then
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the co icct approach must he to deaf with exclusion clauses as pail of a
general doctrine of duress, inequality of bargaining power or 'uncon-
scional)ility , (see further Chapter 17) and not by the artificial and mis-
leading process of subjecting exclusion clauses to distinct regulation on
the basis that they are a defence to a breach of an obluatioii (see Yates,
1982, ch. 7). Not wit listandjnu the force of this criticism, the courts and
Pai Iiainent have, generally treated exclusioii clauses as a defence to it
breach of an obligation, although, as we shall see, this view has 1 1 1vell rise
to coilsiderable difficulties.

11.2 The Functions of Exclusion Clauses

Hefoie embarking upon all analysis of the detailed rules of law, we must
identify the different functions of exclusion clauses. Exclusion clauses
perform a number of useful functions. First, they help in the allocation of
risks under the Contract. In our example involving Petci and John the risk
of damage to the goods is clearly allocated to John and there is no need
for Peter to take out insurance cover; double insurance is thereby
avoided. Secondly, exclusion clauses can help reduce litinatinn costs by
making clear the division of responsibility between the partics. 'l'hirclly,
exclusion clauses are often used in standard form contracts which, by

enabljne people, such as Peter, to mass-produce their coiitract, helps
reduce the cost of negotiations and of making contracts.

On the other hand, exclusion clauses can perform a function which is
sociall y harmful ill that, as we have already seen, Ihe y can be used by the
pow ei I til in society to exclude liability towards the weaker party, thereby
leavinc the weak without it It is this socially undesirable function
Of exclusion clauses which has provided significant impetus for reform of
this area of law and which explains the restrietie approach which the
Courts have adopted in their treatment of exclusion clauses.

11.3 An Outline of the Law

A contracting, party who wishes to include an exclusion clause in a con-
tract must overcome three hurdles before be can do so. First, it must be
shown that the exclusion clause is properly incorporated into the contract
(11.4). Secondl y, it must he shown that, properly interpreted, the exclu-
sion clause covers the loss which has arisen (11.5-11.7). Thirdly, there
must be no o t her rule of law which would invalidate the exclusion clause
(11.8-11.15).
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I listorically, it was the first two of these three stages which were inipor-
taut. Ihe principal explanation for this is that, although at common law
the court has power to strike down contract terms which are 'contral-N, to
public policy ' (see 15.6-15.16),  it did not have the power to hold exclu-
sion clauses invalid because they were unreasonable (despite arguments
to the contrary b y Lord Denning in cases such as /.evi.von V. Pate,it Sawn

Carpet Cleaning Co Lid [1978] 013 68). Deprived of the abilit y to strike
clown unreasonable exclusion clauses b y such direct means, the courts
sotight to achieve such a goal by the indirect means of adopting a restric-
tive approach towards the incorporation (9.4 and 11.4) and the interpre-
tation (11.5 11.7) of exclusion clauses. Lord l)ennin p, recognised this in
Gillespie Bros v. RoBow/es 1.011973] 1 QR 400, 415 when he said that
'judges have ... time after time, sanctioned a departure fromihe ordinary
nleailing. 'hey have done it under the guise of "construin g" , the clause.
The y assume that the party cannot have intended anything so unreason-
able. So they construe the clause 'strictly". 'The y cut down the ordinary
meaning of the words and reduce them to reasonable proportions. 'hey
use all their skill and art to that end'.

But now, since courts have been given Statutory powr'i under the Unfairnfair
Contract 'l'erms Act 1977 (IICTA) to control exclusion clauses, there is
less need for them to use the first two stages to control unreasonable
exclusion clauses and hence it can be expected that the focus ol attention
will switch to the third stage (although contrast the restrictive approach
which was adopted towards incoi poration in the case of Inierfolo Picture

J.i/rary lid v. Siileao Visual Pro,i,'riwiines Lid [19891 QH 433 (discussed
at 9.4), which although not an exclusion clause case, shows that the rest] ic-
tive approach to incorporation is still very much alive).

11.4 Incorporation

At the first stage it must be shown that the exclusion clause was validly
incorporated into the contract. I (crc the reader should refer to the di,
cussion of Incorporation at 9.4.

11.5 Construction of Exclusion Clauses

At the second stage it must be shown that the exclusion clause, properly
interpreted or properly construed, covers the damage which was caused.
1 lad the courts adopted a definitional approach to exclusion clauses then
suo:h clauses would have been subject to the same rules of interpretation
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as any oilier term of the contract. But one consequence of the courts'
adoption of the defensive approach In exclusion 'clauses has been that
exclusion clauses have not been interpreted in the same way as other
terms of the contract; they have been interpreted more rigorously or
rest ricti 'el y.

The general approach which (he courts have adopted to the interpre-
tation of exclusion ClaLises is  restrictive one, under which the exclusion
clause is interpreted strictly against (lie party seeking to rely on it. Illis
rule is called the 'contra pro ferenten,' rule. The effect of the rule is that
any ambiguity in the exclusion clause is resolved against the party seeking
t o rely on it. Althoughough the Contra proferen (Cal rule is applicable to a iw
amhinuous tcrni in a contract, it has been applied particularly stringently
to e>clusion clauses. The 'proferens' is simply the person seeking to rely
n1l the exclusion clause; 'proferens' does not imply that the person seeking
to rely on the exclusion clause has 'imposed' it on the otlici party (Scot-
tish Special /Ioiiszn,ç' Association V. Wmnpev Construction UK Ltd 1986
SLI' 173).

One consequence of the application of the contra profercizieni rule has
been a game of 'cat and mouse' between contract draftsmen and the
courts, as draftsmen have souglil to evade the restrictive interpretations
adopted by the courts. This can be illustrated by reference to the follow-
ing two cases. In Wallis, Son and Wells V. Piati and liavne.v [1911] A(' 39-I,

a contract for the sale of seeds contained a clause which staled that (lie
sellers gave 'no warranty express or implied' as to the description of the
seeds. The seeds did not correspond with the description so the buyers
brought an action for damages against the sellers, who sought to rel y on
(lie exclusion clause. It was held that they could not do so because it only
covered breach of a 'warrant' and, in failing to provide seeds which cor-
responded with the description, the sellers had broken a condition (the
distinction between a condition and a warranty is discussed at 10.1). The
impact of this i ulmg can be seen in Andreivs Bros (Bourneniouth) lid V.
Singer arid Co Ltd 11934] 1 KB 17. This time the exclusion clause stated
that 'all conditions, warranties and liabilities implied by statute, common
law oi otherwise are excluded', 'Ilie claimants contracted with the defen-
dants to buy some 'new Singer cars'. One of the cars delivered by the
dekn(lants was a used Car. 'I he claimants sued for damages and the defen-
dants sought, unsuccessfully, to rely on the exclusion clause. Greer LJ said
that the defendants were probably trying to escape the effect of Wa//is
but the only problem was fiat, although they had included the word 'Con-
dition', they had omitted the word 'express' and this was fatal because
the court held that the defendants had broken all term of the
contract,
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However, this strict approach may now be undergoing sonic reconsid-

eration. In Al/sn Craig Fis/ri,u,' Co Ltd v. Malvern FsI:iig (o Lid [1983]

I WLR 964, the House of Lords held that, in the case of limitation clauses,

the (01ila pro fereniem rule did not apply with the same rigour as it
applied to exclusion clause.s (it has also been held that the principles
applicable to monetary limitation clauses are equally applicable to time
limitation clauses, where the clause Limits the liability of the defendant by
reference to a period of time, such as one year from the date of the con-
clusion of the contract: sec Bill' l'eiroleum Ltd V. l3riii.Ir Steel pie 1999]

2 Lloyd's Rep 583, 592). Lord Fraser and Lord Wilberforce said that lim-
it ation clauses were not viewed with the same hostility as exclusion
Clauses because of their role in risk allocation and because it was more
likely that the other party would agree to a limitation clause than an
exclusion clause. 'lbs approach is open to the objection that it ignores the
risk allocation function of exclusion clauses and it is by no means certain
that the other party would be more willing to agree to "a limitation clause,

especiall y where the limit is derisor y (see Palmer, 1982). instead of dif-

ferentiating between exclusion clauses and limitation clauses, one would
have expected uniform rules of construction to be. applied to all contract
terms. Such an approach has not, however, commended itself to the I -louse
of Lords and they have since followed A eisa Craig in George Mitchell

(Ciiestc,/nz// lid v. I'inney Lock Seeds Lid [198312)   AC 03. On the otlici

hand, the I ugh Court of Australia in Darlington Futures I.td v. Delco Aus-

tralia Pie Ltd ( 1987) 61 Al .JR 76, has refused to ditlerentiate between
exclusion clauses and limitation clauses in this manner. Instead the court
held that

'the interpretation of an exclusi ' ni clause is to be determined Lw con-

struing the clause according to its natural and ordivai v meaning, read
in the light of the contract as a whole, thereb y giving due weight to the

context in which the clause appears including the nature and the object
of the contract and, where appropriate., construing the clause ('011110

proferenieui in case of ambiguity.'

Ibis approach is to be seciconicd in so far as it adopts a more nat oral
interpretation of exclusion clauses. Some support for a more clement
approach can also he found in sonic English cases. As we have already
noted (9.4). in Photo Production Ltd v.Securieor Trwr.rporl Lid [19801 AC

827, I ,ord Diplock said that 'the reports are full of cases ill which what
would appear to be very strained constructions have been placed upon
exclusion clauses'. He rioted that many of these cases involved consumer
contracts and continued. 'any need for this kind of judicial distortion of
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thc English language has been banished by Parliament's having made
these kinds of contract subject to the Unfair Contract Terms Act 1977'. II
should be noted that in neither J'lwi Pro(11ectju,,r nor I)arljnrup l'ut,-'
was the u ontra /i,ofe,ente,, rule (bullied; in both cases all that tile cool I
was saying was that it will operate only in cases of genuine ambietrity
and that in mi nrc exclusion clauses should be given a more natural
Colisti uction.

It is to be hoped that, in future cases, courts will continue the move
towards the adoption of a more natural interpretation (if excl trsioii
clauses. 'this move is likel y to derive support from the re-statement of the
principles by which contractual (loculnents are to he interpreled which is
to lit lotrud irs the speech of lord I loifnianri it) l;a'c.c(ors (ol1zpen.catioii
Scheme Lid V. West Bromwich Building Society [1998] I WI .R 898,
913-914 (oil 	 see 9.6). There are already signs that the courts Will

apply these principles to the interpretation of exclusion clauses (see, for
example. l3riii.rh I'ermenlal,on Products J,td v. Compair Ilca cc/I I.td 119991RLR 352).

Iloi.vever there remain at least two situations in Wilt part ular rules
Of const i uctiori are employed by the courts. 'Iliese rules apply where one
par I  seeks to exclude liability for his own negligence (II .6) or where lie
seeks to exclude liability for a 'fundamental breach' (11.7). We shall now
discuss these two special rules Of Coilstrlrctioii.

11.6 Negligence Liability

The first relates to the situation where a contractin g party seeks to
exclude liability For his own negligence (note that t JCTA contains severe
restrictions on the ability of a contracting part to exclude liability for his
own negligence even where it. is clear that tile clause, tin its proper con-
sti uction, covers negligently inllrclecl damage; see 11.1(i). lie courts
regard it as inherently unlikely that one party will agree to allow the other
contracting n ty to exclude liability for his own negligence. 'Jo give effect

to I his, the courts have evolved three specific rules of construction vhicli
fill(' 	 on igin ii tile speech of Lord Morton of I lenrytonr in Canada
.St(1wnsl,ij, Lines Ltd V. Tire King 119521 AC P)2 ,

lile first role is that if it clause contains language which expressly
exempts the Party relying on the exclusion clause from the consequences
Of his own negligence then (subject to UClA) effect must he given to the
clause. 'I his test may be fulfilled by using a word which is; a synonym for
negligence (Smith v. UBM Chr ysler (Scotland) Ltd I 97 SC (HL) 1) such
as 'an)' act, omission neglect or default' (Monarch Air/inc. Ltd v. Lomidon
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Luton Airpori ltd 119981 1 iioytis Rep 403. 409). The safest course,
Eioscvei, is to use thc word negligence' expressly. The vuzds 'loss what-
SOC ver ot howsoever occasioned (10 not count as an express reference for
this purpose (Shell Chemicals UK Ltd v. MO Roadanks Ltd 11995] 1

I Aoyds Re1) 297, 301).

If the first rule is not satisfied the court will then proceed to apply the
second and the third limbs of Lord Mutton's test. It is important to under-
stand that,while tire first rule stands alone, the second and the third rules
constitute a double hurdle which must he overcome by a clause which
(ails to satisfy the first rule. 'l'lze second rule is that the court nutsi Coil-

suer whet tier the words are wide enough in their ordinm y meaning, to
cover negligence on the part of the party relying 01) the exclusion clause.
If a (1011ht arises as to whether the words are wide enough. the doubt
must be resolved against the party relying oil clause. Exclusion
clauses which have been held wide enough to satisfy this test include
clauses which exclude liability for 'any act or omission' or 'an y damage
whatsoever'.

Once the second rule has been satisfied, the court must then apply the
thu d rule and consider whether the exclusion clause ma y cover sonic kind
of liability other than negligence. If there is such a liability, the clause will
generall y be confined it) its application to that alternative source of lia-
bilit y and v ill he held not to extend to negligently inflicted kiss. It was
once thought that the mere existence of a possible alternative source of
liability meant that the clause could not cover negligence, but the point
has since been reconsidered by the ( 'ourt of Appeal in 7/ic Raphael 119821

2 Lloyd's Rep 42 (see Palmer, 1983). In the latter ease it was held that the
I riles laid clowfl in Canada 5tewn/np were merel y aids to be used by the
courts in identifying the intention of the parties and it was emphasised
that where the alternative source of liability was 'fanciful or remote ' it
wottid not prevent the exclusion clause covering liability ill
But what if the alternative source of liabilit y was sufficientl y realistic for
the parties to lIltcil(l the clause to apply to that other source of liability?
Does such an alternative source of liability mean that the clause cannot
apply to negligence? Stephenson i thought so. o il  other hand
Lord Donaldson and NI ay ii held that the point was ultimately one of
C01INtRIC0011 but even they said that in such a case the clause would
gciierallv be interpreted as not excluding liability f'or negligence.

'1 he combination of the second and the third rules can produce results
which are unsatisfactory and contrary to the intention of the parties. Iwo
particular problems cars be identified. The first is that the two rules make
contradictory demands of the draftsman. The second rule demands
that the clause he drafted as widely as possible so that it will he held to
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encompass ilegligetitly inflicted damage. Rut the third rule demands that
time clause be narrow in scope because the wider it is, the more likely it is
that it will encompass some source of liability other than itegligerice
and so he confined in its scope to that alternative Source of liability. A
inumber of clauses have been caught by this dilemma: they surmount
the second rule. only to fall at the third because the clause is held to be
confined to the alternative, non-negligent source of liability (see, for
example, Dorset County Council V. Southern Felt Roofing Co Ltd (1989)
48 Build LR 96).

The second problem is that the pal-lies may intend the sanie c]ause to
apply both to negligently inl]icLed damage and to non ucchigcutiy inflicted
daiin9ic. Iii our example involving Peter and John (see 11.1) ' Peter may
wish the exclusion clause to cover not onl y negligence on his part, but
also any liability which lie may incur for late. delivery of time furniture
through 110 fault of his own (for example, his van may break down and
John may incur expenses living in a hotel in Preston while waiting for the
furniture to arrive). In such a case, the application of the Canada
Steamship rules would he more likely to frustrate that intention than give
effect to it, and rules which so frustrate the intention of the parties should
be abandoned at the first opportunity. It is therefore suggested that the
courts should no longer apply the Canada Steams/zip rules but should
leave the issue as one of construction with the courts simply having to
decide, as a matter of construction whether or not the exclusion clause
covered negligently caused daniac. Such a step was taken by the
Supreme Court of Victoria in Schenker & Co (Au.vt) Ptv Ltd V. MaIpa.r
Equipuuo',ut and Services Ply Ltd [1990] VR 834, 846, where McGarvie
stated (lint the strained approach to construction adopted in Canada
Steamship was inconsistent with the more natural and ordinary rules of
construction adopted by the High Court of Australia ill
f'u!ures (above), lie justified this departure from strained rules of con-
struction on the following ground:

"lu construe commercial Contracts as the y would be undcrsiood by
business people serves primary aims of both the law and commerce.
'l'lie law serves the community best if citizens understand it andare
able to resolve their dispute themselves by reference 1(1 it, without
resorting to lawyers or courts.'

It is suggested that there is much to he said for this view, but in FE Cute-
donia Ltd v. Orbit Valve Co Europe [1993] 4 All ER 165, 173, llobhiouse
i took the opposite approach and chose to affirm and apply the Canada
Steams/up rules in emphatic terms, lie stated:
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it has to he borne in mind that commercial contracts are drafted by
parties with access to legal advice and in the context of established legal
principles as reflected in the decisions of the courts. Principles of cer-
tainty, and indeed justice, require that contracts be construed in accor-
dance with the established principics.'fte parties are always able by the
(1101Cc of appropriate language to draft their contract SO as to producc
a different Legal effect. The choice is theirs.'

While certainty is indeed an important commodity in the law of contract,
the approach of Hobhouse J is open to criticism oil number of grounds.
the fit st is that parties do not alwa ys have access to legal advice. 1 he
second is the fact that parties call out of the rule does not juStif\'
the title itself. Finally, the continued existence of an unsati 'sLIC-101V rule
imposes costs on coinnierce because the parties must bear the Cost Of
negotiating their way out of all rule, The better approach, it
is suggested. would be to rid the law of the arbitrar y Canada Steams/rip

rules, leaving the courts to apply the contra proferenten: rule in the usual
way. I Infortunately tile Court of Appeal has chosen instead to affirm the
approach of I lobliotise i and has endorsed the Canada Steams/up rules
in strong terms oil number of occasions recently (see EE Caledonia lid

v. Orbit Valve Co Luroje 1] 994 1 1 WI .R 1 515: The Fiona 1199411 2 1 .iovds
Rep Sttb; and Sire!! Chemicals (1K ltd v. J C) Roadtanks Lid PPS] 1

Llo yds Rep 297. 301 ).

11.7 Fundamental Breach

The second situation in which the courts have e\()lved specitic rules of
interpretation is where the breach of contract by the party rel y ing on the
exclusion clause is of a fundamental nature. Two distinct approaches have
been adopted here and it is vital to understand the difference between
the two. 'the first approach ma y he called the rule of law approach. under
which it was not possible b y a clause (however widely drafted) to exclude
liability for certain breaches of contract which were deemed In be fun-
damental. 'this approach grew under the guiding hand of l.ord Denning
as a means Of coat rol over exclusion clauses which were thou ght to he
unreasonable. 'l'he second approach ma y be called the rule of construc-
tion approach. According to this approach the question whether an exclu-
sion clause covered a fundamental breach was a question of construction,
under which the clause was interpreted against the par t\' seeking to rely
On it.

In Suisse ..4ticurtiquc Sociétc dA rnianrent itlaritime SA V. NV Rotter-
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(ianlsciic Ku/en ( 'c/urn/c' 11907] ] AC' 36, the I louse of I .orcls held that
the lal tei approach was the correct one hut unfortunately, their Lord-
ships' judgments were hot a model of clarity and their ambiguities were
seized upon in cases such as /Iarb:iti l'/as(icjne Liii V. Wa yne 'flink Pun,j,
Co Ltd 1 1 970] 1 OH 477, to resurrect the rule of law approach. However
the rule of law approach was finally laid to rest by the I louse of Lords in
J'/i p to Pi0l/jcc(u)/ J Ltd V. Secieruor transport Ltd [ 1 990] AC 827. '1 he
claioiaiits, who were faclory owners, entered into a contract wit Ii the
defendants, Under which the defendants contracted to provide periodic
Visits to the claimants' factory during the night for the purpose of check-
inc that the factory was secure. During one of these visits an L'mplovec of
the clefendiiits started a lire, apparently to keep himself warm, but which
got out of control and burnt down the factory.

'Ilie clainiants sought to recover claniages of [648,1)00 fjo i n the
clefemidajuts, but the defendants relied on an exclusion clause which stated
that 'under no circumstances' were they 'to be responsible for any injuri-
ous act Of default by any employee .., unless such act or default could
have been foreseen and avoided by the exercise of clue diligence on the
part of [the defendants]'. The 1-louse of I .orcls held that it was a dlLmestiun
Of cunstm uetion whether or not ( he exclusion clause covered a fonda--
mental br each and that, on the facts, the defendants were .nnt liable
bccauNc. thc exelusitirm clause did, in fact, cover the daniage which had
arisefl.

It is undoubtedly the case that much mystidlule surrounds the doctrine
of funclaimmental breach. Ihis is lareely i_tue to the difficulties and contu-
sion created by the rule of law approach. Now that the rule of law
approach has been laid to rest, (lie 'doctrine' simply exists ', a rule of
consli Liet 01), according to which I he more serious tile breach, or the eon-
sequences of [lie breach, the less likely it is that the court will interpret
tile exclusion clause as applyimw In the breach. As N'ill i .j stated in
Ec/,nunci Murray Ltd v. 1151' J,itc'r,ialionaf Iounc/ajion.c Ltd (1993) 33 Con
I R J, 16, 'it is always necessary when considering all 	 clause to
decid w	 nsdecide whether as a matter of construction it extends to exclude or retriet
(lie liabilits' ill 	 umestion, but, it it does, it is no loner permissible at
common ilaw to eject or cireumuven t lie clause by I re ^', it as inapplic-
able hi "a fundamental breach"'. (See also Unfair Contract 'Iirmns Act
1977, sO).

Although the ' tile of law approach has guile, gical care must still he
taken when drafting a term which seeks to exempt one party front
consequences of a particularly serious breach. Therefore if a contracting
party wishes to exclude liability [or (i) breach of a fundamental teini of
the contract (that is a term which goes to the root of the contract or forms
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the essential character of the cunti act. see karsales (llarron) Ltd v. dlLc

1956J I WI R 936d, (ii) a dehbcrate. refusal to perfonii his obligations
under the contract (.ze I/az iozii l3wik lid V. Rambler C ycle Co lid
11 959] AC 576) or (iii) a breach which will have particulat ly serious con-
seluenccs br the oIlier pawc, then lie must use clear words to such an
ci beet if he is to achieve his purpose. Yet even here, as s c lravc already
noted, the House of Lords ill Production stated that a strained con-
struction should not he put upon words in an exclusion clause which are
clearl y and fairly susceptible of only one meaning.

11.8 Oilier Common Law Controls UJ)OIL
Exdusioii Clauses

'I here are certain additional controls over exclusion clauses which exist
at cominou l:rw.liie curirnian law limitations are of niuch less significance
since the intervention of Parliainnt (see 11.9). A part y cannot rel y oil all
exclusion clause, the effect of \liiel1 lie has misrepresented to the other
party ((urti.v v. Chemical C !eanizo' and Jvein Co lid 11951] 1 KB 05).
Siinilulv, all clause which is contained in a written document
can he overridden b y an express inconsistent undci taking given at or
before the time of contmactinp (C 'ouchnian V. 1/i/I [lfl71 Kit 554). Finally.
it roust he remembered that thc courts have no pow'] at common law
to strike down an exclusion clause simpl y because it is unreasonable
(sec 11.3).

11.9 The .Jnf air Cotifi'acf Terms Acl 1977

l'arlianienit has now assumed the major role iii i eiuII:rlinir' the rise H cxciii-
Siun clauses in contracts. 'the principal lcrLisl:itiou which it has enacted in
pursuance of this role is the Unfair Contract'] 'rnirs Act 1977 (UC IA. see
also the IJnhiir 'lcrms in ( 'onsuiner Contracts Re g ulation s N99 (l I
No. 2tfti3), discussed in more detail at I 7.6).The Act is a complex and 1 ccli.

nica! piece of leuislation. It is important to bear in mind ihat here \Ve;ec.
dcalirri with an Act of Pat iraurent and the exact rds used Nv the Act
nra st be st tidied and applied.

While the Act gives the courts considerable power to regulate exclu-
sion clauses, it is vital to note that English law still does not recognise the
existence of a general doctrine of unfairness or unconscionabiiity (see
17.4). It is only particular types of clnrse, such as exclusion or limitation
clauses, which are picked out for regulation. One conscjuence of this
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approach is that Parliament must define what Constitutes an exclusion or
a limitation clause and the courts must in turn interpret that definition.
The focus is therefore upon the for,ii of the clause which is the subject of
the control rather than upon the substance of the contract taken as a
whole. The result is that difficult threshold questions call in decid-
ing whether or not the clause in the contract falls within the SCOC of the
Act. If it does, it Will he subjected to the reasonableness test (unless it is
declared by the Act to be void), but if it falls outside the scope of the Act
then there is no general doctrine of unfairness or unreasonableness to
which the Party seeking to set aside the term call 'Ibis has given
rise to various jurisdictional diflicultics as contracting parties have S0110 111

to evade the clutches of the Act b y arguing that the clause at issue does
not fall within the scope of the Act. In the following sections of this
chapter we shall look at the various clauses which fall within the scope of
the Act and explore one or two of the 'jurisdictional' issues which have
arisen.

11.10 Negligence Liability

The first issue which the Act deals with are attempts to exclude or restrict
hahility for negligently inflicted losc. Section 2 provides that:

'(I) A person cannot by reference to any contract term or to a notice
given to persons generally or to particular persons exclude or
restrict his liability for death or personal injury resulting from
negligence.

(2) In the case of other loss or damage, a person cannot so exclude or
restrict his liability for negligence except in SO far as the term or
notice satisfies the requirement of reasonableness.

(3) Where a contract term or notice purports to exclude or restrict lia-
bility for negligence a person's agreement to or awareness of it is
not of itself to he taken as indicating his voluntar y acceptance of
any risk.'

A number of points should he noted about this section. '[lie first is that it
only applies to 'negligence', so that it does not apply to attempts to
exclude or restrict liability which is strict (that is to say, liability which
arises irrespective of fault). 'Negligence' is defined in s.1(1) as

'the breach -
(a) of any obligation, arising from the express or implied terms of a
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contract, to take reasonable care or exercise reasonable skill in the
per fol  nianCe of the contract

(b) of an y common law duty to take reasonable care or exercise
reasonable skill (but not any stricter duty);

(c) of tile common dut y oh care imposed by the Occupiers' I iabilitv
Act 1957 or the Occupiem s' Liability Act (Northern Irelan(l) I

An act is not prevented from being an act of negligence on the ground
that the breach of duty was in telitional rather than inadvertent, or
because liability for it arose vicariously rather than directl y (s. 1(4)).

The Sect)mnt potmit to iloEt' about section 2 i that it apples (lilly to
attempts to exclude or restrict 'liabilit y ' and that, liability for this lnlrposc
is confined to 'business liability', Uusinc'ss liability is dctiited'in sI (3) as

'liabilit y for breach of Obligations or duties arising
(a) from thin gs done or to he (lone by a person in the course of a busi -

ness (whether his own business or amot her's) or
(b) from the occupation of premises used for business purposes of the

occupier .

iusiness' is defined in s. 14 as includim , a profession and the activities of
any government deparinierti or local or public authority.

'lime third point to note is that the section is not conlined ill its appli-
cation to contracts: it also extends to non-contractual notices which
purport to exclude or restrict liability for negligence. Fourthly, it should
be noted that section 2 adopts two methods of ccmntrol.The first, contained
in &.2(l ). is that any contract term or notice which attempts to exclude or
restrict liability for negligence causing death or personal injury is void.
Personal injim ry is defined in s.14 as including 'any disease and any impair-
ment of ph ysical or mental condition'. The second method of control,
contained in s.2, is that attempts to exclude or restrict liabilit y for neg-
ligence causing loss or damage other than death or personal injury are
valid only if they satisfy the requirement of reasonableness (the reason-
ableness test is (liscussed at 11.14).

Finally, we must Will to the 'jurisdictional' issues which have arisen, or
ma y am ise, under s.2. As has been noted, the section refers to a patty
attcmptini to 'exclude or restrict his liability' for negligence and negli-
gence itself is defined iii s.1 as the 'breach' of an obligation or a duty.
Section 2 is therefore drafted in detemisive terms, that is to sa y, it assumes
that there has been a brea ch of duty and so does 11(11 appear to extend to
clauses which define the obligations of the parties. So bow would a court
respond to the argument that the clause which is the subject-matter of
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the litigation simply defined the obligations of the parties and therefore
fell outside the Scope of section 2?

Such an argument was put to the Court of Appeal in l'hillip5 Products
Ltd v. i/v/and and ilamsicad Plant Hire Co Ltd [1987] 2 All ER 620.11c
defendants 'hired' a JCB excavator and driver to the claimants. Condi-
hun S of the contract slated that the driver was to be rc p,arded as the
employee of the claimants and that the claimants alone should be respon-
sible for all claims arising in coimection with the driver's operation of the
excavator. Owing to the negligence of the driver, the JCB excavator
crashed into the claimants' factor y wall. '[he claimants sued for damages
and the defendants sought to rel y upon condition S. The claimants ariued
that condition 8 was caught by s.2(2) of UClA and that it tailed to satisfy
the requirement of rcasonahleness.'T lie defendants argued that condition

8 was not cauiht by s.2(2) oil ground that there was no negligence
within the meaning of s.1 (1)(b) because there had been no breach of their
obligations as they had never accepted any liability for the acts of the
driver. This argument was rejected by the Court of Appeal. Slade ii
asserted that, in considering whether there has been it breach of duty
under s.1(1), the court must leave out of account the cIaLISC which is relied
oil the defendants to defeat the claimants' claim. But why Should con-
clition 8 he left out of account when it was via that clause that the de-
fendants had sought to define their obligations? Slade i claimed to find
further support for his analysis in s.13(1) of the Act which extends the
scope of s.2 to encompass 'terms and notices which exclude or restrict the
relevant obligation or duly'. It is clear that the function of this provision
is to extend the scope of s2 to certain cluty-delining clauses. The aim of
the provision is probabl y to prevent evasion of the Act b y clever drafts-
men employed b y the moie powerful party to the contract. But the diffi-
culty which it causes lies in ascertaining the exenl to which it applies to
duty-defining clauses. Section 13(1) does not give its any critei a by ref-
erence to which we can decide which duty-defining clauses are caught by
the Act and which are not,

The scope of s-13 was discussed b y the I louse of Lords in Smith v. Eric
•S' Bush 119 1)0] 1 AC 831. Lord iimpleman stated that the Act subjected
to regulation 'all exclusion notices which would in cOinmoii law provide
a defence to an action for negligence'. Lord ( iriffiths interpreted s.13 as
'introducing it for' test in relation to the notice excluding liability':
that is to say, a court must decide whether a duty of care would exist 'but
for' the exclusion clause, Lord Jauncey stated that the wording of sJ3 was
'entirely appropriate to cover a disclaimer which prevents a duty coming
into existence'. But surely the Act does not catch all duty-defining
clauses? Ridiculous conclusions would be reached if it did (for some
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examples, see Palmer and Yates, 1981, and Palmer, 1986). One example
will suffice to illustrate the point: 'an overworked accountant s;iVs to it
potential investor 'this is all 1 can remember about Company X but I may
be wrong so don't rel y on mc'' (Palruier, I 986). Is such a statement caught
by the Act?'! lii' answer is not clear. Uut if it is, hos' call person qualify
his obligations without being caught b y the Aet?'IIus lack of clarit y is
almost certain to result in confusion ill courts. A though the courts
must share Sonic responsibility for the creation of this confusion, the con-
fusion lies, ultimately at the heart of UClA in its misconception of the
function of exclusion clauses (see 11,1), and until that issue is resolved
the courts will cuntiuutie to experience considcrablc difficulty ill dcntifv.
ing the clauses which fall within the Scope ot the Act.

Two further examples can be g iven of these difficulties. hue first is pro-
ided by 7 hompsi i v. 7 / 0/iOu (llouut Hi l t') Ltd I	 I 2 Al 1 :,I\' f: I. a

case which can be usefully contrasted "Ili 	 v. Ilviands (:dcJve).
Once again the case concerned the hi ring of an emplov'e and a .1 ( R
valor and a claim alkirig oLit of the negligence of the driver. The contract
term which was the subject of the dispute was a new sermon of condition
S (the variation is of no signitieance for present purposes). Itut this time
it was lucId that condition 8 was not caught by section 2 of IKAA, In
liurnipso,:, the driver's negli enee led to the death of Mr 'l'hompson. Mr
i hompse>n 's widow reeoered dauui:iges from the general employers who
Men sought to recover an indemnit y from Be JUng employers under
condition S. 'I he Whig employers argued that condition 8 wascoimelut by
s2 o) of the Act and was therefore ineffective, I Iowevei it was held that
condition 8 was not caught b y s.2( I ) and so was effect se to transler liil-
bilitY to the luring employer. IN vital issue which divides these two cases
is whether or not it is sought to cvcllu/c liabilit y towards the u/ct/rn of the
negligent act. In Ilionipson. condition S did not attempt to exclude liii-
Hirty tov'ards tile victim of the driver's negligenc (Mr 'thorn 'oui
because his widow had recovered from the general emplo yers and the
issue was whether that liabilit y could he Irons ('erred from tie ceneraf
emplo y ers to the birine enuplovers. On the other hand, condition S in the
l'Inllip.v case was relied upon in an effort to exclude liability towards the
c-ic-tim of the driver's necduuence (the claimants) and therefore was caught
b y s.2(( (5cc Wither Adams and Hrownsweircj 19881)). '1 his distinction
between an e.rc!cesucuuc and it tuacivfer of liability can lead to haphaiard
results ill practice. Suppose that the driver in Phi/lips, instead of damag-
ing a watl belonging to the claimants, had damaged a wall belonginu to '
thu d part y, who sought and reeovec'cl damages from the general
emr)lover, in an y action brought b y the general emplo yer a gaine I the
hirers to recover the sum paid to the third party, s.2 would he irrelevar i
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because there woulcl then be no attempt to exclude a liability towards the
victim of the negligence (the third party). Such a conclusion makes it
impossible for a lawyer to state in advance whether the clause will be
caught by s.2 because it all depends upon whose wall is damaged and
whether the person who is seeking to recover damages is the victim of
the negligence. But should it not he the case that, whether the property
which is damaged belongs to the claimants or not, the result in each case
Should be the same? Either the risk has been fairly allocated or it has not.
Distinctions of the type drawn in Phillips and Ihonip.ron are incoherent
in policy terms and reflect the insecure foundations upon which UClA
is built.

The second example of these jurisdictional difficulties can he provided
by reference to the decision of the House of Lords in Scottish Special
Hoirviig Assucwn'o,z V. Wi njwy Construction UK Lid 11986] 1 WLR 995.
Wimpey were employed by the SSHA to modernise some houses which
were owned by SSI IA. During the course of the work, the houses were
damaged by fire caused by the alleged negligence of Wimpey. Wimpey
relied upon the terms of the contract as a defence to SSHA's claim for
damages. Clause 18(2) of the contract stated that Winipey were liable for
any damage to the property caused by their negligence 'except for such
loss or damage as is at the risk of the emplo yer tinder clause 20(C)' of
the contract. Clause 20(C) stated that '[lie existing structures together
with all contents thereof.. shall be at (lie sole risk of the Employer
as regards loss or damage by fire ... and the Employer shall maintain
adequate insurance against those risks'. The I louse of Lords held that
the risk of damage to (he property by fire (including fire caused by
the negligence of Wirupey) had been allocated to SSHA and that
therefore \Vimpey were not liable for the damage caused. As Lord
Keith observed, the essential question which clause 20(C) sought to
answer was - who should insure against the contractor's negligence? The
answer was that it was SSHA. Two puzzles emerge from this case.
The first is that the House of Lords did not apply the Canada Steamship

rules of construction to the clause (see 11.6), notwithstanding the fact
that the effect of this clause was to enable Wunpey to exclude liability
for the conseq Lien cc.s of their own negligence. Thus the clause was
held to exclude liabilit y for negligence, even though the word negligence
was not mentioned in the clause. Nor did the I louse of Lords consider
whether there was any alternative source of liability to which the clause
could apply -- they simply sought to give the clause its natural interpre-
tation. Welcome as this approach is (see 11.6), it does not explain why
the Canada Steams/zip rules were not invoked. ilie second puzzle relates
to the applicability of UClA, For procedural reasons, the Act was not
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in issue before the court. But would the clause have fallen within the
scope of the Act') It can be arucd that such clauses (10 not fall ithin its
scope because they seek to allocate risk and the responsibilit y for insur-
ance and do not seek to 'exclude or restrict a liability'. 'lucy are clauses
which allocate responsibility or which define the obligations of theparties.
But there are competing ar gunients. In tire first place we have already
noted that s.13(1) extends the scope of s.2 to certain duty-defining clauses.
Secondl y, the effect of the clause was to enable one party to exclude
liabilit y for the consequences of its own negligence.. In (lCCidiflI
whether such clauses fall within the scope of the Act, much will depend
upon whether the courts examine lire form of the clause or its substance.
If they examine its form it can be argued that this is an insurallcc clause
which regulates risk and the responsibility for taking out insurance and
so falls outside the scope of the Act. But if they have regard to its sub-
stance, they are inure likely to conclude that it falls within the scope of
the Act.

'lius 'form or substance' debate is of great significance for the future of
the Act. The courts have not made it clear which approach they will
follow. In JOIiISiOn' V. Bloomsburv /leelth Airtlrorit' [1992] 013 333, 346.
Stuart-Smith ti, rel ying in part upon the judgment of Slade Ii in Phillr10
v. 11'land (above), stated that 'when considering the operation of section
2 of the Act tire court is concerned with the substance and not the form
of the contractual provision'. Oil other hand, it must be said that
/'/uh1 itself would appear to have fallen foul to reasoning of form i athc'r
than substance, as call seen when Phillips is compared with T/nonrpson
v. Lolian I'iwrt hue (above) the issue therefore remains to he resolved
by the courts, notwithstanding its importance for the future of the Act
(see further 11.16).

1.1.11 Liability for Breach of Contract

'ftc Act also regulates clauses which seek to exclude or restrict liability
for breach of contract. The principal section which performs this role is
section 3. However, by virtue of s.3(1 ), this section applies Onl y to L's o

types of contract. 1 he first is where one paw r 'deals as consumei, which
P, defined in s.12 in tire following terms:

'(I) A party to a contract "deals as consumer" in relation to another
party if -
(a) he neither makes the contract in the COUSC of a business nor

holds himself out as doing so arid
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(b) the other party does make the contract in the course of a busi-
ness; and

(c) in the case of a contract governed by the law of sale of goods
or hire-purchase, or by section 7 of this Act, the goods passing
under or in pursuance of the contract are of a type ordinarily
supplied for private use or consumption.

(2) But on a sale by auction or by competitive tender the buyer is not
to he regarded as cleating as consumer.

(3) Subject to this, it is for those claiming that a party does not deal
as consumer to show that he does not.

A contract is only made 'in (lie course of' it busiiiess where it forms part
of the regular course of dealing of that business (I? & B Customs Brokers
Ltd v. United Do,ninim,s i) -ust Lid [198$] I WI ,R 321

']'he second type of contract to which s.3 applies is where one party
'cleats . . . oil other's written standard terms of business'. No definition
is provided of this phrase. A number of questions arise here. Does the
requirement that the terms be 'written' exclude a contract which is partly
written and partly oral? 1 low much of a variation is needed before the
ternis applied cease to he 'standard'? What is meant b y the word 'deals'?
And, finally, what does the word 'other's' mean? The courts have recently
begun to provide answers to these questions. The first question awaits
judicial resolution but the other three questions have been considered by
the courts and we shall discuss them in turn.

The first relates to the meaning of the word 'standard'. This was con-
sidered by Judge Staunard in Chester Grosvenor Hotel Co I.ol v. Alfred
McAlpine Management Lid (1991)  56 Build [.R 11 5, 131 . He stated that
the question was 'one of fact and decree' and continued:

'what is required for term.,; to be standard is that they should be so
regarded by the party which advances them as its standard terms and
that it should habitually contract in those terms. If it contracts also in
other terms, it must be determined in any given case, and as a matter
of fact, whether this has occurred Sc) frequentl y that the terms in Cities-
lion cannot he regarded as standard, and if oil occasion a party has
substantially modified its prepared terni, it is a question of fact whether
those terms have been so altered that the y must be regarded as not
having been employed on that occasion.'

This pragmatic approach has much to commend it and it will reduce the
ability of parties effectively to contract out of s.3 by regularly changing
their standard terms in minor respects. It is not the case that all contract
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ternis have to be fixed in advance bcfore the contract can he considered
'standard but the greater the negotiation of important terms of (he coro
tract, the more likely it is that the contract will fall outside the scope of
s.3 (lire Hautar / 'fide [1991)] 1 Lloyd's Rep 434; ilic Suh'ac AsSOC'iarioii
V. ('Al' Financial ,S'c'riict's 1.0 119951 FSR (55).

1 he second issue relates to the meanin of he void 'deals'. It has been
held that it means'" makes it '', irrespective of any negotiations that
riray have preceded it'. 'I bus negoiatinns over standard terrirs of business
(IC) not of themselves take the case outside the scope of s.3 provided that
the contract is in fact entered into oilthose standard terms (Sr /llbwls
C iiv and I)i,\(?i4 i C oiuu'il . /iiriiatjrma/ Contpuic'rs 1,0 1991 4 All FR
4,1'l, 491).

The third issue relates to the meaning of the word 'other's, In R,ittsIt
J'ermiu',itutio,i / 'r(aluc(s Lid V. Compair Rca ic/I 1.0 ]t 999 HI. R *_ the
contract between the parties was concluded on the Institution of Me-
chanical Engineers Model l"orni of General Conditions of ('ontn act. 'lire
defendants successfully argued that section 3 of the Act did not apply to
Ml exclusion clause contained in the contract on the ground that the
claimants had failed to prove that these terms were 1/n' (Ie/e,,(lanrv
written standard terms of business. 1 11lis conclrision is obviousl y one of
great sign iflearree for Model Forms of contract which are prevalent in
industries such as the eoirstrtnetjonr imlinstry. It may be the. case [lint these
Forms now fall conipletelv outside the scope of section 3. .Iudge llowsher
did Suggest [lint it might he possible to prove that a defendant has b y prar'-
lice or by express statement adopted a Model Form as his standard terms
of business but lie expressly left open the question whether such proof,
either alone or with other features. would make section 3 applicable in
such a case. In man y ways this conclusion is a surprising one because it
takes so marr y contracts outside (lie of section 3, and the only
beneticiary 01 this restrictive approach to the. interpretation of the section
is an cxclusion or lillljtatjo ll clause which would not pass the reasonable-
ness lest. Had Judge I3owsher adopted a more liberal approach to the
interpretation ol 'other's' so that it encompassed Model Form contracts,
it would not have resulted in (lie automatic invalidation of exclusion
clauses contained in such Forms. All that would have happened is that
they would have been subjected to the reasonableness test in the usual
way, As it is, it would appear to he the case that those responsible for the
drafting of Model For urs contracts no longer have to worry about the rca-
sonahiness of an exclusion or lin il tatio ll clause, at leasi n far as section
3 of the Act is concerned.

Ouce over the s.3(1) hurdle we Caine to the substance of the section.
Section 3(2)(a) is relativel y straightforward, but 0(2)(b) is more
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problematic. As against the patty who deals as COilSuiflel oi deals on the
other's written standard terms of business, the other party cannot by ref-
erence to any contract term 'when himself in breach of contract, exclude
or restrict any liability of his in respect of the breach except in so fai as
the contract term satisfies the requirement of reasonableness' (0(2)(a)).
Note that liability once again means business liability and that the sub-
section is cast in defensive terms, that is to say it assumes the existence
of a breach of contract.'l his time, however, s. 13(1) is not available to apply
to duly-defining clauses because it states that it only extends the scope of
sections 2 and 5--7 of the Act.

Duty-defining terms may, however, be caught by s.3(2)(h) which states
that the other party cannot by reference to any contract term claim to he
entitled -

'(i) 10 render a contractual performance substantiall y different from
that which was reasonably expected of him, or

(ii) in respect of the whole or any part of his contractual Obligation, to
render no performance at all, except in so far as the contract term
satisfies the requirement of reasonableness.

l'his subsection must appl y to sit uations other than a breach of contract
because, if there was a breach of contract, it would be caught by s.3(2)(a).
The type of situation the draftsman would appear to have in mind arises
where a holiday company reserves the right to change the destination of
the holiday or the hotel hooked (without breaking the contract) and the
alternative which it provides is less than the other contracting party rea-
sonably expected. But how can a court identify the other party's 'reason-
able expectations'? Presumably the exclusion clause will he ignored in
identifying his reasonable expectations, but how many other terms will be
disregarded in identifying his reasonable expectations? Some indication of
the potential scope of the subsection was provided by the Court of Appeal
in the important case of limeload Ltd v. British Thlecominunications J)lC

19951 EMLR 459. Clause 18 of the contract gave to BT the right 'at
any time' to terminate the contract between the parties on giving one
month's notice. 'lle claimants argued that the clause fell within the SCOPe
of s3(2)(h). Br argued that the claimants could not reasonabl y cxpect that
which the contract did not purport to offer, that is to say, the enjoyment of
the service for an indefinite period. But SirThomas Bingham MR stated that

'if a customei reasonably expects a service to continue until BT has
substantial reason to terminate it, it seems to me at least arguable that
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a clause purporting to authorise B'l' to terminate it without reason
purports to permit partial or different performance from that which the
customer expected.'

Perhaps as important, he staled that, even if the case did not fall within
the precise terms of s.3(2), the subsection could nevertheless be used as
a 'platform for invalidating or restricting the operation of an oppressive
clause in a situation of the present, very special, kind' (contrast the
approach of the House of lords in National Westminster Bank plc v.
Morgan (1W] AC 686, where Lord Scarman, far from perceivino the Act
as a kind of sl)I I nlo -bo,-Ml, was of the opinion that the Courts should (lraw
hack now that Par lianient has intervened, see further 17.5). '1 his expan-
sive interpretation of s.3(2)(b) is questionable. There was tiothing p '-
ticularly onerous about the clause in issue in Timeload: it gave to both
pat ties the right to terminate the contract oil giving of a period of
notice. II the courts ate to place so little emphasis upon the terms of the
contract in identifying the expectations of the patties, then it is difficult,
if not impossible, to identify the limits of the subsection. It will have it

very broad reach.
'l'he Act also regulates other terms which seek to exclude or restrict lia-

bilit y for breach of contract. III contracts for the sale or hire-purchase of
roods, the implied ten ms as to title cannot be excluded or restricted by
reference to an' contract term (s-6(1)); and the sellers' implied under-
takings as to the conformity of goods with the description or sample, or
as to their quality or fitness for a particular purpose, cannot be excluded
or restricted by reference to any contract terms as against a person
dealing as consumer, although as atzainst a party dealing otherwise than
as consumer the latter liabilities can be excluded or restricted by refer -
ence to a contract term only in so far as the term satislies the require-
merit of reasonableness (0(2).(3)). Two additional points should be
noted here.'l'he first is that all attempts to exclude or restrict. these implied
ternis are caught by UC'I'A, not simply those which seek to exclude or
rest net a husines liability under s. 1(3) (s.6(4)). it should, however, be
remembered that the implied terms relating to quality and fitness for
purpose appl y only where the seller sells the goods in the course of a busi-
ness (see 9.8). The second is that the Act directs the courts to have recur d
to specific matters in considering whether such a term is reasonable
(s.11 (3) arid Schedule 2).
[it case of it of hire or a contract of exchange, any term of

the contract which purports to exclude or restrict liabilit y for breach of
an obligation arising by implication from the nature of the contract in
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respect of the goods' correspondence with their description or sample or
their quality and fitness for any particular purpose is void as against a
consumer (s.7(2)) and, as against anyone else, must satisfy the reason-
ableness test (s.7(3)). Liability for breach of the obligations contained in
Q of the Supply of Goods and Services Act 1982 cannot be excluded or
restricted by reference to any contract term (s.7(3A)), and liability in
respect of the right to transfer ownership of the goods or give possession
or the assurance of quiet possession to a person taking goods in pursuance
of the contract cannot he excluded or restricted by reference to an y such
term except in so far as the term satisfies the requirement of reasonable-
ness (s.7(4)).

11.12 Indemnity Clauses

An indemnit y clause is a clause under which one contracting party
promises to indemnify (that is to say, reimburse) the other for any
liability incurred by him in the performance of the contract. Section 4 of
the. Act regulates indemnit y clauses. Section 4(1) states that an y person
dealing as consumer cannot he required, as a term of the contract, to
indemnify another in respect of liability that may be incurred by that
oilier for negligence or breach of contract, except to the extent that the
term satisfies the requirement of reasonableness. This section onl y applies
where the party required to give the indemnity deals as consumer (see
s.12, above). It has no application to commercial indemnity clauses. This
point helps to explain some of the difficulties which arose in Phillips v.
llvlanil (above) and 'I /io,npsii v. Lohan l'lant Hire (above). loth of
these cases essentially involved commercial indemnity clauses. But,
because s.4 does not extend to such clauses. it WaS necessary to invoke s.2
in all 	 to bring them within the scope of the Act.

11.13 Attempts at Evasion

The Act contains a number of controls upon atterilpts to evade the
application of the Act. 'Rvo are worthy of note here. The first is s.13(l),
the existence of which we have already had cause to note (see 11.10). The
subsection states:

'To the extent that this Part of this Act prevents the exclusion or restric-
tion of any liability it also prevents
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(a) riiakine the liability or its enforcenicnt subject to restrictive or
onerous conditions:

(b) excluding or restricting any rieht or rerned' in respect of the ha-
l l lhty, or subjecting a person to any prejudice in conscciren 	 of his
pursuing any such iigh I or remedy:

(c) excluding or restricting rules of evidence or procedure:

and (to that extent) sections 2 and 5 to 7 also prevent excluding or
restricting liability by refer cnce to ter ins and notices which exclude or
restrict the rek'varij obligation or duty.'

The principal port which should be noted is that this' subsection
does not have independent eflect: its function is to extend the scope
of sections 2 and 5-7. It does not, of itself, render any contract term
void, nor does it subject an y contract term to the reasonableness
test. That task is performed by sections 2 and 5-7 and it court ought
alwa ys to icier hack to whichever of these sections is applicable
when applying the reasoniahleiicss test or declaring that ti l e term is
void. We have already noted that s.1 3(l) is open to criticism in that
it fails to provide any g uidance as to the extent to which it applies
to dut -delining clauses (see 11.10). But, iii oilier respects, the exten-
sions liicli it makes are useful ones. For example, purporting to
exclude a r neht of set-oft falls within its scope (Stewart Gill Ltd v
lloratu :tli'er cti Co I.tl (1992] QH 600) as would setting a short time-
limit with in which a claim must he made or excluding a particular remedy
(mich as termination) while leaving other remedies (such as damages)
intact.

']]It '  second secti on which is worthy of note in this connection is section
0, 'vhicli states that a term excluding or restricting liability, which is

contained in a separate contract rather than in the contract giving rise to
the liabilit y, is ineifeetiye ill SO far as it attempts to take away a right to

enforce it liahility which under the Act cannot he excluded or restricted.

I be mischief at shicli 'he section is aimed is t lie practice of seeking to
esacle the Act b y the use of mother contract, for ex;mniplc where a term
ill contract between a manufacturer of a product and a purchaser plmr-
ports to affect tIre rights of the purchaser a gainst the vendor under the
Sale of Goods Act 1979. The section therefore applies to attempts to
evade the provisions of the Act by the introduction of an 'x'lusiori clause
in a contract with a third party, but it (hoes not apply to genuine compro-
mises of existing claims (hit-br Grange Holdings 1,t([v Citibii,ik Nil[1992( ('ii 53).
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11.14 The Reasonableness Test

The reasonableness test is central to the operation of the Act and there-
fore requires separate discussion. Section 11(1) provides that

'in relation to a contract term, the rccIIIiremen of reasonableness ,., is
that the term shall have been a fair and reasonable one to be included
having regard to the circumstances which were, or ought reasonably to
have been known to or in the contemplation of the parties when the
contract was made.'

It is important to note that reasonableness is to he assessed at the date
of making the contract, not the date of breach. The onus lies on the party
relying on the exclusion clause to show that it is reasonable (s.l 1(5)). 'ilie
courts have taken Into account a number of factors in deciding whether
an exclusion clause is reasonable: the respective bargaining power of the
parties, whether the exclusion clause was freely negotiated, the extent
to which the parties were legally advised, the availability of insurance,
the availability of an alternative source of suppl y to the innocent party
and the extent to which the party seeking to icly on the exclusion clause
sought to explain its effect to the other party (see also the factors listed
in Schedule 2 to the Act which the court is specifically directed to tak
Into account in the case of a contract which falls within the scope 01
sections 6 or 7 of the Act).

An example of the operation of the reasonableness test call pro-
vided by reference to the case of Phillips v. Hyland (discussed above,
II .10). There it was held that condition 8 of the contract failed the rea-
sonableness test because the claimants did not generally hire J('R exca-
vators and their drivers, the hire was for a ver y short period of time, there
was little opportunity for the claimants to arrange any insurance cover
and the claimants had no control over the choice of driver. The defen-
dants were in the best position to take out insurance and to hear the loss.
All these factors combined to suggest that condition 8 was not reason-
able. But the question of the reasonableness of a particular clause is a
highly discretionary one and the courts have not been wholly consistent
in the exercise of their discretion. Some judges have been more inter-
ventionist than others (see Adams and Brownsword, 1988a). 'the conse-
quence of this is an element of unpredictability and inconsistency in the
case law. Appellate courts have largely abdicated their role as the
guardians of predictability and consistency by holding that an appellate
court must treat the trial judge's finding on the issue of reasonableness
with the utmost respect and refrain from interference unless satisfied that
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the lower court P roceeded on some 'erroneous principle or was plainly
and obviously wrong' (George Mite/ic/i (Clu'ster/zaII) Ltd v. linne) , Lock
Seeds 1983] 2 AC $03). Given this approach, it is likely that inconsistency
will continue to he a feature of cases decided under the reasonableness
lest of t JCTA and, to that extent, the interest in preserving commercial
certainty has been sacrificed.

Although much depends upon the facts of the individual case, there are
a number of propositions which can he advanced with a degree of cer-
tainty. '[he first is that the court will have regard to the clause as a whole
in deciding whether or not it is reasonable: the court does not have regard
only to that part of the clause which is being relied upon by the pal ly
seeking to exclude or i estrict liability (see Stewart Gill Ltd v. Horatio
M ycr & Co Ltd [1992] OR 600). lids proposition flows from the fact that
s. 11(1) states that the time for assessiiig the reasonableness of the clause
is the time at which the contract was made (at which point it will nut be
known which part of it will he relied upon by the defendant) and not
the time of the breach. The second point is that the court does not have
the power to sever the unreasonable parts of an exclusion clause from the
i easonable parts, leaving the latter in force (Stewart ('ill Ltd v. Horatio
Myer & Co Ltd (above)), This conclusion has important drafting conse-
qtiences. It is now extremely unwise to rel y upon a single all-embracing
exclusion clause because, should it go too far at one particular point,
it may fail in its entirety. It is much safer to separate out the different
elements of the clause into sub-clauses so that a failure of one part will
not necessarily invalidate the entire, clause.

The third poit relates to the importance of equality of bargaining
power: the greater the equalit y of the bargaining power of the parties, the
more likel y it is that the clause will pass the reasonableness test. Fourthly,
it is clear that the insurance consequences of the clause should always
he -clearly brought 'efu the co':.t. It is the availability of insurance at
the time at which the contract was concluded which is important, not the
actual insurance position of the parties (see The I"laniar I'rg(lc [19 90] 1
Lloyd's Rep 434). 'Ilius the fact that the defendant has chosen to insure
itself for a sum substantially in excess of the linulation clause in the con-
tract does not of itself establish that the limitation clause is unreasonable
(Moores v. Ya/e/cv Associates Ltd (1999)  62 ('on LR 76). Fifthly, con-
tracting parties should abandon vide1y-drafled exclusion clauses. In par-
ticular, the courts are unlikely to look favourably upon exclusion clauses
Which underi"c the ..':prc'ss ;romis'.. which Live been made under
the contract (see Lease ll5aj7a,,'e,iic',mt Scrvice.v !.t'l v. Purnell Secretarial
Services 'td [1 0941 Ti' '.R 317,

The sixt;m point rclatc:. 	 e w.:v n v•uchi the clause is enforced in
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practice. The fact that the defendant has not always enforced the clause
in practice does not mean that the claLise is inevitably unreasonable. In
Schenkers Ltd V. Overland Shoes Ltd [1998] 1 Lloyd's Rep 49$ the Court
of Appeal, in finding a clause to he reasonable, had regard to (he fact that
the clause was iti common use and was well known and that there was no
significant inequality of bargaining power between the parties, and con-
cluded that in that context the give-and-take practised by the parties,
where the clause was not rigorously enforced, did not prevent the
claimants from rel ying oil clause. 'the position is otherwise where
there is a rccoenition in the industry that reliance on the clause is unrea-
sonable. in such a case, a court is likely to infer from the fact that the
Clause was not enforced in practice (1 rat this was because the cIa use was
unreasonable (see George Mitchell (( hester/raIl) Lid V. ['irrncv Lock Seeds
Lid [1)83] 2 AC $03).

The seventh point is that it is not advisable to include two very differ-
ent types of loss within the same limitation clause, In Overseas Medical
Supplies Ltd v. Orient Transport Services Ltd [1999] 2 Lloyd's Rep 273 the
defendant freight-forwarders failed to insure the claimants' goods as they
were required to do under the terms of the Contract. The defendants' lia-
bility was limited to £6011. It was held that, while a limitation of,[600 would
have been reasonable for a claim for direct loss suffered by the claimants
(for example, caused by the default of the defendants when (rinsjiorting
the. goods), it was not reasonable for a failure to insure. 'lie reason t'or
this conclusion is to be found in the different consequences which how
from the two breaches. A failure to insure the goods meant that the
claimants could only recover £6110 from the defendants, whereas, had the
goods been insured but damaged as a result of the default of the defen-
dants, the claimants could have recovered the first £600 of their loss from
the defendants and the balance from their insurance policy. In seeking to
include two very different losses within the same limitation clause, the
defendants made it ver y difficult for themselves to show that the limita-
tion clause was reasonable and, indeed, oil facts they failed to do so
and the y were liable to the claimants in the sum of £8500.

The final point relates to the advantages which call obtained by
the use of limitation clauses rather than exclusion clauses. In many cases
a sensibly drawn limitation clause is more likely to pass the reasonable-
ness test than a total exclusion of liability. But there is no guiti antee that
it will pass. In Si Albans City and District Council v. International Com-
puters Ltd [1996] 4 All ER 481 a clause in a computer contract which
limited liabilit y to £100,000 was held to be unreasonable. In that case, the
trial judge ([1995] 1"SR 686), whose judgment was upheld by the Court of
Appeal, attached importance to the fact that the parties were of unequal
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bargaining power, the defendants had not justified (lie figure which they
had inserted into the contract, the defendants were insured and he
thought that the party who stood to make the profit (the defendants)
should also take the risk of loss. It would seem that, where a limitation
clause is inserted into the contract, an attempt should he made to provide
some objective justification for the selection of that figure (in terms of the
turnover of the party rel y ing on the clause, the insurance cover available,
the value of the contract or the financial risk to which the claimants aic
exposed). A failure to adduce such evidence might incline a court towards
the conclusion that the clause is unreasonable (sec The Salvage Associa -
tion v. CAP Ji,tancial Services I,,d [1995] FSR 655).

11.15 Excepted Contracts

l'inalLv, it should be noted that the Act does not appl y to certain contracts,
such as contracts of insurance, contracts which concern the transfer of
allinterest in land and international supply contracts (see generally
Schedule 1 and s.26).

11.116 Conclusion

The Unfair Contract i'ei ins Act 1977 is a major attempt to regulate the
use of exclusion claucs in Britain. It cannot claim to bca wholly satis-
factory piece oh kgislat ion. The main difficulty still lies in identifying the
essential nature of an exclusion clause: does it define the nature and
extent of the contractual obligation or is it a defence to a breach of an
obligation? As we have noted, the courts have traditionally seen exclu-
sion clauses in defensive terms and, although t J("l'A is cast pi iniarily in
defensive terms, s, 13(1) and 0(2)(h) do extend the Act to certain dut-
defining clauses. Hut, once it is conceded that the Act does apply to dut y-
defining clauses, on what basis call be decided which duty-defining terms
are caught b y the Act and which are not? This has become a question of
sonic importance as contract draftsmen have sought to evade the clutches
of the Act. Yet it is it question to which those who support the defensive
view of exclusion clauses have provided no answer.

It is suggested that the only solution, however unpalatable it may he,
lies in it of the whole basis of the Act, in recognising that
exclusion clauses perform duty-defining functions and treating them like
any other term of the contract and only intervening to control them where
they are shown to be 'unfair' or 'unconscionable'. An opportunity to re-
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consider the Act was presented by the E(' Directive oil 'lcrms in
Consumet- Contracts (sec 1.6 and 17.6). Clauses which seek to exclude or
i esttict liability fall within the Scope of the I)irectivc (see the Annex, para-
graphs (a) and (b)) but so do many oilier contract terms which are unfair.
Unfortunately, the Directive was implerncnted into domcslic law by
means of a statutory instrument (unfair 'Thittis in Consumer Contracts
Regulations, SI 1994, No, 3159 which was re-enacted with modifications
in the Unfair Terms in Consumer Contracts Regulations 1999, SI No.
203) and UClA was not amended in any way. Instcad, consumers have
been given tights under the Regulations ill 	 to their existing rights
under I JUTA (the scope of the two rights is Compai ed at I 7.6). This is
unfortunate. 11e Dii ective provided English law with all to
reconsicle r the basis of U(IA and the piecemeal approach to regulation
Which it adopts. .1 he jurisdictional problems which we have noted in this
chapter would have been significantly reduced, if not eliminated, by the
adoption of a more general test of unfairness. Sadly, English law has
passed up the opportunity to reconsider the Act and the problems which
we have noted Will continue unabated.

Summary

1 Exclusion clauses may be seen either as defining the obligations of the parties or
as a defence to a breach of an obligation. The latter is the view which the courts
have primarily adopted.

2 Exclusion clauses must be validly incorporated into the contract. Incorporation
may take place either by the party who is not relying on the exclusion clause
signing the contract containing the exclusion clause, by giving reasonable notice
of the exclusion clause to that party or by a course of dealing.

3 The exclusion clause, properly interpreted, must cover the damage which has
arisen. The general rule of construction is that the exclusion clause will to inter-
preted contra pro lerentern (that is, against the party seeking to rely on the exclu-
sion clause).

4 In relation to an attempt by a contracting party to exclude liability for his own
negligence, three specific rules have been devised by Lord Morton in Canada
Steamship Lines Ltd v. The King. However, these rules are only aids to be used
by the court in identifying the intention of the parties

5 The doctrine of fundamental breach' is a iule of construction, according to which
the more serious the breach, or the consequences of the breach, the less likely
it is that the court will interpret the exclusion clause as covering the breach.

6 The Unfair Contract Terms Act 1977 is now the major source of control of exclu-
sion clauses.

7 Attempts by reference to a contract term or notice, to exclude or restrict liability
for negligence causing death or personal injury are void. In rotation to other loss
or damage caused by negligence, such attempts are only valid it they are held to
be reasonable.

8 Where one party deals as consumer or on the other's written standard terms of
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business, the other party cannot exclude or restrict liability for his own breach of
contract or claim to be entitled to render a contractual performance substantially
different from that which was reasonably expected of hire or render no perfor-
mance at all, except in so far as the contract term satisfies the requirement of
reasonableness.

9 Reasonableness is to be assessed as at the date of making the contract and
the onus is upon the party relying on the exclusion clause to chow that it is
reasonable.

10 The court has a wide discretion in deciding whether or not an exclusion clause
is reasonable and will consider a number of different factors in reaching its
conclusion.

Exercises

Consider the example involving Peter and John set out at 11.1 on the assumption
that it includes the following exclusion clause: no liability is accepted for any damage,
howsoever caused, to goods during the course of transit'.

1 What is the function of such a clause?
2 Peter wishes to know how he can incorporate such a clause into his contracts. How

would you advise him?
3 Does the exclusion clause cover the damage done in the following cases?

(i) Some of John's furniture is damaged as it is loaded into Peter's van;
(ii) John's furniture is damaged when Peter's van crashes because of Peter's neg-

ligent driving;
(iii) John's furniture is totally destroyed when Peter's van is destroyed by fire;
(iv) Peter sells John's furniture before he gets to Preston.

4 How (toes the Unfair Contracts Terms Act 1977 affect the exclusion clause in the
situations described in question 3(i)-(iv)?


